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Montage of black artistry
GOING VERTICAL
Annual Sears Tower stair
race funds donated toward
ca ncer research
In its sixth year, the "Go Vertical" stair
climb took place on Sears Tower staircases
as racers rushed up 103 floors for personal
victory and to fund cancer researchers in
their quest for a cure. The money raised
from the race was donated to the Damon
Runyon Cancer Research Foundation.
• SEE PG. 27

Jade Robertson performs a modem dance routine along with Jovan Sharp and Corl<eshia Freeman during 'Paint it Black' on Nov. 15 in the Conaway Center in
the 1104 Center, 1104 S.·wabash Ave.
Russell Augustine THE CHRONICLE

'Paint it Black; hosted by the
Black Student Union, a night
of celebration, performance

were served dinner before the remainder
of the semi-formal evening.
"This show unites the student body
together, which is the most important

by Beth Palmer
campus News Editor
·and~~·

Jon Jostes
Staff Writer

night black artists of yesterday
came alive.
On the evening of Nov. 15, Columbia
students performed as Billie Holiday,
Stevie Wonder, Mary J . Blige, and John
Lege'~d, and recited poetry by Ml!-ya
Angelou and La ngston Hughes. They
. danc;ed_honoring Alvin Aliey and Katherine Dunham to th e moves of student
designed choreography.
They demonstrated this h onor fo r
ip.fluential artists during "Paint i t
Black," the Black Student Union's celebration of its 20th anniversary, held in
the Conway Cent er, in th e 1104 Center,
• 1104 s. Wabash Ave.
During the event's intermission, guests
FOR ONE

Sam Fullerton performs during the Nov. 15 'Paint it
Black' Black Student Union event.

part of it," said Renee Watts, vice president of the BSU and a junior interactive
arts and media major. "It is a positive,
educational, fun, social environment.
Events like this are rare, especially
within our culture."
The idea for the event was first conceived by director of African-American
Cultural Affairs Kimberly Weatherly, who
pitched the idea to the BSU earlier this
year, and the BSU plans to make it an
annual event.
"The main idea behind the event is
to perform a tribute to black artists by
students, for students, that w ill allow
even more st udents to become aware of
our culture," Weatherly said. "'Paint it
Black' is an appreciation of black history
and allows all students to take an active
part in it."

DON1GET
CARRIED AWAY
More than 200 volunteers
come to Thanksgiving Day
Parade School

On Nov.lO hundreds of volunteers gathered at the Museum of Science and Industry
for Parade School, hosted by the Chicago
Festival Association. The event was a pep
rally and workshop for those who'll be
passing out the coffee, carrying the banStudents interested in joining the Blach ners, getting jolly old St. Nick to the right
Student Union are encouraged to attend their float and making sure Rudolph gets off the
meetings from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. on Mondays ground.
and Wednesdays at 623 S. Wabash Ave., room
317.
• SEE PG. 16
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Burnt out? We all need some inspiration TABLE oF coNTENTS

Amanda Maurer
Editor-in-Chief

When was the last t ime inspiration hit?
Was it when the application to Columbia
was sent in? Was it when the acceptance
letter arrived? Was it the first day of class?
Or was it last week?
If it hasn't been for a while, don't panic.
In my book, it's officially burnout time:
the last few weeks of the semester when an
entire college career can be questioned,and
there isn't a desire to do anything. Let's just
get through the next few weeks, and then
veg out over break
It's a lso the end of my second-to-last
semes ter of college, and I'm ready to be
done. I feel this way partly because I think
my education has come to a point where
much of it is repetitive; only so much can
be taught in the classroom. I'm itching to
graduate and officially start my career, but
last week an experience made me thankful
to still be in class.
I' m taking a course called International
Reporting-pretty self-explanatory. One of
our most recent assignments was to speak
to and write a profile piece on a foreign correspondent. Now, almost four years into

1
my education, I thought that this would be one of his passions: photography. He knew CAMPUS
he wanted to be a journalist, so he decided
a somewhat standard assignment.
11
to take some time to learn about his other A&E
I was wrong.
After speaki ng to a few people in the interests. Of course at this time he also
industry, one suggested I speak to Evan had journalism internships, but his future COMMENTARY
24
Osnos, the Chicago Tribune's Beijing bureau career didn't consume his life.
Assignments: Be willing to do anything, CITY BEAT
27
chief. I had been familiar with some of
his work, most recently with a four-week and then do it welL Even if it seems munwalking tour Osnos took through China's dane, find a new angle that will impress
Sichuan province. I decided to give it a the boss. Right after Osnos was hired at
Management
shot , realistically expecting my e-mail to the Tribune he was assigned to work with
Amanda Maurer Editor-in-cJt.irf
be smot hered by doze~s of others in his · the city's census. He ended up loving it and
Chrissy Mahlmelster M111149ing Wtor
inbox.
working with it for a year. Some of the most
Afewhourslater,myinboxhadaresponse. fun stories he has written came from that
EdHor
He agreed to the interview.
time, he said.
George ~ Slefo A.ssociat' Editor
Take chances: Don't be afraid when it
After s peaking to him for an hour and
wishing it didn't end there, my passion for comes to this. Several times throughout
Campus News
journalism was officially rejuvenated.
Osnos's career he applied for jobs he knew
Beth Palmer OlmptU Nows Editor
In the m iddle of finishing up a semester he wasn't qualified for. The reason? He was
Derek Kucynda Auillant OlmptU Nrwr Editor
and preparing to graduate, I think some- able to get face time with the people he
Robert Bykowski Assistant OlmptU Nrwr Editor
times the need and want to be done with wanted to work for one day, and they knew
classes and college can make people forget it.Hewas prepared to impress them,and he
Arts and Entertainment
why t heir passions are worth all of the did. Some of those people kept that in mind
Jessica Galllart A+E Editor
trouble and stress. Unknowingly, Osnos and later hired him, while others liked what
Matthew Fagerholm Assistant A+E Editor
reminded me of this, and in the process, they saw, decided to take a chance and
luke Smucker Auistant A+E Editor
inspired me.
offered him the job.
Brett Marlow Assistant A+E Editor
I've been fortunate enoug h to meet
Morals: Once Osnos asked a "crusty, old
City Beat
several people like Osnos during my time editor" for his best piece of advice. Expectat Columbia. They're the people who get ing something glib, the editor surprised
Dana Nelson City Beat Wtor
students fired up. They're the ones who him by saying being a journalist is like
Becky _schllkerman Assistant City Beat Editor
make students want to go the extra mile being a doctor: First and foremost, do no
Silvana Tabares Assistant City Blat Editor
and dream of graduation, simply so they harm. While this has caused Osnos to miss
Com~y
can enter their field sooner. They boost con- scoops in the past, he said he knows he can
fidence and are constant reminders of why morally defend his decisions.
Wes Giglio Commrntary Editor
we're here. It's Colu~bia at its best- it's
So sure, things are tough, but there
Copy
when creativity meets encouragement and are only a few weeks left. I think it's that
Steve Z. Beltrukonls COpy Chief
leads to inspiration.
time when everyone needs to sit back and
Here are a few things that I took away remember why they're here- and be thankSara Harvey Copy Editor
Quinn Milton Copy Editor
ful for all of the opportunities and people
from my interview with Osnos:
College: Instead of concentrating his who inspired us.
time on working on Harvard University's
Photo
amaurer@chroniclemail.fom
Andrew A. Nelles Photo Editor
newspaper, he decided to focus on another
Rachael Strecher Assistant Photo Wtor
Tim Hunt Auillant Photo Editor

IN YOUR OPINION: What are you doing for Thanksgiving break?
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Corrections
"I'm going to do the home-stay program for international students ... [I'm
from] Japan."

" Hang out with fam ily, friend s, girlfriend , j ust not be around here, pretty
much."

Adrienne Hill

Yuka Takeda

Justin Carter

Junior
Arts, En ter tainm ent & Music
Management

Junior
Fashion Design

Freshman
Art and Design

"Going home to Atlanta. I'm leaving
Tuesday and not coming back until the
Tuesday after that."

The Chronicle is a student-produced publicat1on of Columbia
College Chicago and doe s not necessarily represent. in
whole or in part. the views of college administrators, faculty
or students.

All text. photos and graphics are the property of The
Chronic~

and may not be reproduced or publishe<l without
written permission.
.d•tonals are the opinions of the Editorial Board of The
Chrontcle. Columns are the opinions of the author(s).

In the Nov. u issue of The Chronicle,
a story incorrectly reported the Transit
Riders Alliance held a rally at the James R.
Thompson Center Plaza, 100 W. Randolph
St., on Nov. s.The Illinois Public Interest
Research Group organized the rally. Brian
Imus, the state director of the group, was
present as a representative.
In the same issue, Richard Dunscomb,
chair of the Music Department, was
listed incorrectly as chair of the Theater
Department.
Campus News: (312) 344·89&1

Views expressed in this publication are those of the writer
and are not the opinions of The Chronicle, Columbia's Journalism Department or Columbia College Chicago.
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Campus News
Columbia responds to lawsuit
Former instructor continues to
battle with college over firing.
$40K audio equipment

Open house:
Theater majors
·~~'·'

S tude nt s specializing in te~V ~
cal theater can a tte nd a n mfor·
mat1ve event about how to bLulct
a portfolio and how to c h oose
and refine the1r body o f work .
The open disc u ss1on run s from
2 p .m . to 3 p . m . on Nov. 19 111
the Portfolio Center m room 307
m the Wabash Campus Build1ng.
623 S . Wabash Ave.

by George P. Slefo
Associate Editor
4f"TER FiliNG ~uit

again..t Columbia on
former Audio Aru and Aeous ·
t in !Npartment faculty m e m~ r R.,id
Hyams wa.o having a hard timr getting
Columbia's attrntion.
,
ACcording to Hyams, while h r w as
c mployt'd at Columbia lhr school agreed
to purc hasr about $40 ,000 worth o f
audio and recording equipment from
him . H~r. after he wu terminated
on June zs, thr ochool decided It w asn't
going to purchasr the equipmrnt and
now wants to give It bac k, he said.
"The probl.,m is, I know that they
don 't have all of my equipment; some
of it ia lost or damaged ," Hyams said. " I
~n saw aome of my equipment ~ing
u..-d u a door stop (while employed at

Calendar

~ pt . 10,

For more Informa tion. ca ll Portfolio Ce nte r a t (312) 344-7280.

Critical Encounters
bake sale
Reid Hyams. a fOfmer facutty member'" t he Aud•o Arts and Acousttcs Department. sa •d Columbkl st1ll has
S40.000 worth of aud•o recording equ•pmcnt that has yet to be returned to h•m .
Court esy REID HYAMS

Columbia.("
At firat, Columbia officials sa id thry _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ ___:__ _ _ _
wouldn't give Hyams' the equipment
unleN h e si«J1ed a letter stating that " 100
percent of his equipme nt Is there and that
nothing Is missing," according to a Nov. 7
l.,ttr r sent by Stephanie Griffin, as.oistant
;o kc president of Human R~urces.
"If I signed (that letter) then I wasn't
5oing to KCt all my stuff back," Hyam.o said.
"I just (wanted) Columbia to do the right
thinK."
On Nov. IS, Columbia officials withdrew
the letter and uid they will met!t with
Hyams and his attorney to conduct an
Inventory of his equipment, accordinK to
a letter ""nt by Columbia outs ide leKal
counsel, Triblrr, O~tt and Meyer. Thr
lrttrr alao said "the items In the achool's
poaeuion will ~ Immediately shipped
at thr ochool's ape""" to a location of Mr.
Hyams' choosi"K."
Vrt Hyams has other issues with biB
formrr r mployer.
Hyams ~ntly rontacted The Chroniclr
and said hr just wanted "to put rwrythi"K
on tbr table" rrprdiJll! biB lilil!ation-in·
cludi"K the $40,000 conflict co~mi"K
Hyams' audio equipment and thr rollrgr,
brsaid .
Hi• attorney, Stuart Cim~l. of Kamen-

sky Rubinstei n Hoch man & Deloit, was
also present .
Hyams and his a ttorney claimed the
school tried to short them of about $3,200
worth of audio recording equipment.
Yet both Hyams and Cim~l said they are
more shocked that Hyam.o w as fired after
only his first offense.
"We're having a hard time detennin·
ing what the ir motivat ion to terminate
!Hyams] was~· Gimbel said . "l:h.~~~~~r·~
tainly bu to lie a JITovWoD for progressive
discipline."
1:
Hyama wU trnnlaated for placiJll! a
note on co-~er Jack Akxandrr's door
that said, "Jack sucks donkey d·--." It was
his first offe""" in thr yrars he worked at
Columbia, Hyams said.
"The notr wu a joke, it was inappropri·
ate of me to put it up," Hyams said. "But
nobody saw me do it. l was going to take it
down after a couple of minutes, but I got
a call and !the note) s tayed up longer than
I intended."
And ~n though he n~r signed anything. Hyams said he was given a ss.ooo
raisr and new ronlrllct shortly ~fore he

w as terminated.

Michael DcSa lle, vice pres ident of Busi·
ness Affairs and CFO of Columbia, said
m ost staff members don't get contracts,
and that it's a typical practice in the indus·
try. While Columbia proh ibits DcSalle from
discus.oing pending litigation , he said most
sta ff employees a re given a few ch an ces
before they are fired.
"You cannot te rminate a staff employee
at any time," DcSalle said. "Most employ·
ees receive a verbal warning, followed by
a written warning and the n termination.
I don't ltnow ally college or univers ity in
the country that (doesn't) provide a verbal
warning befort'terrnination ."
H~er, INSalle mentioned instances
when a staff mem~r could~ fired with·
out warning.
" llf a n employee) is doing drugs on
campus or starts a fight or steals college or
university property- these are (exa mples)
of grounds for immediate dismissal," he
said.
IJS!Lfo@chroniclnn"il.>om

locals increase their capacity and advocat~
for their mem~rs.·

Bryant Wa rTt'n is th~ nrw representative
from tbr Illinois Education Association for
tbr United Staff of Columbia Coll<-gr and
P.Fac,tbr adjunct faculty union at Columbia. He replaces Diane Davis, who retired
in July.
\YarTen has a rrslliiM' inc I~ expertiw
such as IUJh school trxhrr. full· time faculty
member in an institution of IUJbrr education and WOI'ki"l! for 1M National Education
AIMlciati.ln.
IU printed in tbr ~mber l/:J07 US of
cC ~r. • j\\'U>Tn) loob forward to
..-onalhr~ bigbueduatioa

The SGA calls last meetings of
semester ' big ones'
S~

1M SCA will not have a

m~ti"K on

a visit by Paul Chiaravalle, associate vice
president and ch ief of staff,who will address
the SGA about technology im provemen ts at
Columbia.
Jeremy Piven receives award
from Columbia

Nov.lO,theybawa loc: planned forthr final
two, said tbr SCA president Brian Matos.
Matos, a ~r radio major,said thr Nov.
V ~Dr'rt~Jll! will includr a presentation by
Martha Merpn, dirrctor of campus Safety
and Security, and discussion of tbr E.mer·

For more Information, call Doml·
nlc Cottone at (312) 344-6791.

'Sketchy Six'

...

This exhibit is comprised of
sketches a nd drawings from
Columbia students, faculty and
staff. This is the sixth year
of thi s exhibition, and tt runs .
through Dec. 14 in the Hokin
Gallery in the wabash Campus
Building, 623 S. wabash Ave.

·~

For more Information. caN ~ '
Julson-Rieley at (312) 344-6856.

Columbia in 10 seconds ... or less
Columbia faculty have new rep
to Illinois Education Association

The Crit1 ca l Encounters Initiative .
a S tude nt-to-Stud e nt o rganiza·
tion. is holding a bake sale to
raise money to purc h ase text·
books for Colu mbia stude nts
who n eed fina ncial assistance.
The bake sale will run from n oon
to 2 :45 p .m. on Nov. 19 in nu·
merous locations includ ing the
33 E. Congres s Parkwa y Building .
the South Ca mpus Building, 624
S. Mic h igan Ave., the Alexa ndroff
Campus Center, 600 S. Michigan
Ave. and the Wabash Campus
Building. 623 S. wabas h Ave.

The Evanston-native actor o f HBO's
"Entoural!"" received the Columbia College
Chicago '1I:XJ7 Impact Award on Nov.l7. The
annual award, which was created in 2003,
ho nors Chicago natives who have found
KCOCV Response Pbn, donn security and Hollywood success but remain ronnected
Wad:enhut Corpor.otion,Columbia's secu- to ChicagO:
rity pa.rd providott.
Last year, Columbia awarded actTess Vir·
Br said tbr Ore. 4 mertin« will include ~Madsnl.

Test anxiety
workshop
Students looking for info rmation
on how to calmly get through
final exams can atte nd th is Life
Skills Worksho p on Nov. 20 in
the South Campus Building, 624
S . Mich iga n Ave .. in room 1107
from noon to 12:4 5 p .m.
For more Information. call Scott
Tharp at (312) 344-8567.

Mobsters have
bad days too
Hit musical comed y, written by
a Second City alumnus, features
Columbia student on guitar
by Jon Jos t es
Staff Wnlf!r

AMIDST THE gyp•y Jaa, •ingmg tra n •ve•
mob• lcr• and dismembered
Jam h.., ci:trH. IOI( to j.1unty tun£'"' an "llad Guys
111 ~ui r ... ," a t h <•me rl'occu rs cvcryo nC" ha .-,
had a bad day'" work. Ut H it cou ld be a lot
worse; I hey co uld be dead.
Wrill cn and directed by Second City alum
nus J osh Zagoren, "Bad Guys in Suits" is
a mus ica l com edy set in 1933 Chicagowh~n the Great Depression was at its worst ,
pro hibiti on had jus t com e to an end and
mobs te rs ran the city. I! is c urrently playing a ll he Heart land St udi o Th ea ter, 7016 N.
Glenwood Ave.
" It iRa really funny s ket ch com edy,especia llywhen they begin to recount their day,"
said Erin Jo nes, the s h ow 's producer. "And
it's unique in that the band is o n stage and
jus t as inl cgra l as the cast."
The four-piece ba nd- made up o f two gui ta rs, a n accordion a nd a piano- reflects the
swing ing sounds of jazz during the 1930s.
"The mus ic rea lly fits the time period ,"
said Ben Keeler, a g uita rist in the band and
1 iu•,depres sed

tun tor mus ac composition maJor at Columbia. "We play gyp•y jazz songs; they ' re
upt..,at, jumpy a nd really lively."
Pi an 1s t Hea ther Desouza said tl1e ele menc. of 1azz in t he s how are unique.
"Th"" n ot you r ~tandard mu•ical," she
•a1d. " Everyone in the band is very versa tile;
the mus ic •trecc hes boundaries between
genres and makes it fun ."
In prev ious years, "Bad Guys in Suits"
•old out a ll of its s h ows a t Seco nd City 's
Donny's Skybox Theatre, 1608 N. We lls St.,
and the Gorilla Ta ngo Theat re,l919 N. Milwaukee Ave.
"It is exactly what a late night comedy
s how s h ould be- zany, fun and inspired by
pop culture," sa id Jus tin SOndak, a culture
columnis t at the Chicagois !. "The eccentric
ch a racters definitely s ta nd out."
Thro ughout the show t h e mobsters fluetuate between different scenes, settings
and songs while the s winging gypsy jazz
punctua tes the background. The dialogue
between the cast m e mbers is sarcastic.
Zagoren said h e s pent a lot of time
researc hing the gangster era of Chicago.
" I w an ted the character's dia logues and
actio ns t o represent the time pe riod ," he
sa id .
The s h ow cente rs on the fo ur m obsters.
One ca n 't fi nd t h r rig ht An thony to kill ,

Luke Harmon. who play> Scorpoon m the mus•cal
comedy ' Bad Guy> '" SUits.' rehearses a scene
Russell Augustine THE CHRONICLE
another gets s tuck with his naggi ng girl fri e nd and the oth e r two can't m a ke the
rig ht delivery t o the right person at the
right time if their life depended on it . And
no on e has m oney.
The e picente r is at a mob-affiliated chop house, where one of the downtrodden mobsters has come to drop off a "delivery"- a
large bag containing a heavy mass of some
sort.
The butcher, holding a large blood-stained
knife and wearing an even bloodier apron,
barely bats an eye a t the m obster's package
lying o n the ground.
They begin to engage in sm a ll talk. seeing
tha t the m obs ter is o bviously down, the
butcher o ffe rs him som e mi lk and cookies before proceeding to s ing a song about
butchering, us ing a bo ne o ff t h e table as

his mi~ 1tw disrMm~ tuat..
brpn to 1~ and j h'IL' in rtly1hm.
1tw SOflll eocb and tlw butdw:r picb-.
I.M M :n')' ~ - placn it oo tlw tablof, and
p«rs insick. In a casualll\:ilDDU. be ub tt.
mobster, "Is t.lus )'VW p!fmndr Li&bts cut
out and thr scrne is 0\'IL'f.
"Thr~·s a lot of dnuna and ironic cun.-di"'S out now. all produ<'iflll the me-.
~." 2-agu~ n said. ' Thi show is its C1W11
tittl~ grm; it' a type o f com.-dy you don't
""" much of a nym ort'."
Leah Jones. a Chicago blogt'r who
att~nd.-d a s how with frit'nds last~ .
said s he would rt'<'Ommrnd it to rnders
of her blog.
·on tht' sidewalk a fter tht' show, -11ood
around rt'Ci ting the lines that made \1$
laugh." s h.- said. ' Not ev..ry com.-dy lea\Pft
you like that."
The s h ow n ·aches its climax when tht'
four mobsters, now clearly drpressed,
confront their flamboya nt boss. In unison,
the four say the m ob business is not for
t h e m a nd that they 're doomrd for a lire
of failure .
'Boys, boys, everyone has bad days,' said
the mob boss .,dressed In a white suit , black
tie and white top hat with a red fedora,
leaning on a whitt' cant'.
" But I have fe<'lings," said one of the
mobsters.
' I want to be a writt'r," said another,
his eyes wide, fixed s kyward, grinning
s heepishly.
Apparently ready for such an event
s h o uld it trans pire, the boss twirls his
cane, kicks his leg outward and waltzes
into a mus ical numt..,r in perfect tempo
with the band's jazzy riff.
Thrusting his cane every which w ay
possible, h e sings " Bad days come and go,
and w h y nobody knows, but they'll get you
down if you let them ."

»SEE MOBSTERS, PG. 8

Monday Novemb er 19

The Blues Ensemble in Concert

12:00

3CVJE and The Jazz Pop Choir in Concert

7:00 PM

PM

or mere t• fer ••tltn cutlet

Tuesday N'o vember 20

Aaron Koppel Senior Recital

6 :00 PM

ncrcltng•colum.edu

CCJLUMe{A C6Llt6f RECYCLING- PROGRAM

Wednesday November 21

Groove Band 3 in Concert

12:00

PM

For more info : 312-344-6300
Music Center p1anos provided

by Ortigara·s Musicville. Inc.

Columbia~
COLLEGE

C.,.IC A GO
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Report: students less involved, less savvy in politics
by Erica Perez
of recent surveys of young
people's political savvy are grim: Just onethird of college students said it's important
to stay current with political issues and
events. More than half of people aged 15 to
25 didn't know that only citizens can vote
in the United States. ·
Faced with such troubling statistics,
senior scholars with the carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching
released a report Nov.l3 with strategies to
help college educators teach political topics
without imposing their own views.
As the nation rolls along toward the 2008
presidential election, the report's authors
urged educators to invite political officials
to class and require students to do internships where they'll learn about politics in
a real-world setting, for example..
More broadly, they pushed colleges and
universities to provide students with
incentives for political involvement simiJar to those. offered to get involved in community service. More college students are
volunteering than in years past, but those
activities have not necessarily encouraged
students to. be politically engaged.
"Many campuses make individual volunteering an institutional priority, but we
could not find a single campus that made
political engagement a priority," said
Thom<!S Ehrlich, a senior scholar with the
Carnegie Foundation and former president
of Indiana University.
Young voters' political savvy is particularly important in Wisconsin, where their
turnout rate has been among the highest
in the nation. In the 2004 presidential elecTHE RESULTS

c

0
•

I. ,

c
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tion, 63 percent of eligible voters ages 18-24
in Wisconsin cast ballots.
And according to a recent poll by Rock
the Vote, WWE's Smackdown Your Vote! and
Sacred Heart University, young voters will
likely have a healthy turnout in the 2008
presidential election, much as they did in
20o4 and 2006. The poll said students and
young voters are motivated by the war in
Iraq, health care, the economy and the cost
of education.
The Carnegie study's authors spent
three years looking at 21 programs they
said successfully focus on political learning, including one involving students at
Viterbo University in La Crosse, Wis. They
surveyed roughly 500 students in 17 states
at the beginning and end of the courses and
folind that, on average,students had significant increases in their political understanding,skills, motivation and expectations for
future political action. Students with little
initial interest in political issues made
especially substantial learning gains.
And while the students changed in their
enthusiasm for politics, they didn't change
their party identification or political ideology, the study found.
"Education for political learning has
to be unbiased and deeply committed to
.political open-mindedness," said Anne
Colby, senior scholar with the Carnegie
Foundation and former director of the
Henry Murray Research Center of Radcliffe College. "Students are very turned off
to extreme partisanship."
The courses ranged from single-semester
and summer programs to one- and twoyear programs involving courses and other
activities. In studying these programs, the

A chair and balloon mark the podium position and point in space of the democratic presidential nominee.

The 2Q08 Democratic National Convention will be held at the Pepsi Center in Denver, Colo.

Carnegie study drew up five strategies for
getting students more politically savvy,
engaged and motivated:
. • Invite speakers to the classroom, such
as elected officials or grassroots leaders.
·• Use political debate in the classroom.
• Use political action projects where students work together to plan and carry out
political action.

MCT

• Place students as employees in nonprofits or government agencies that are
working on the issues they're working on
in class.
• Have students reflect in a structured
way on their experiences through writit?g
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Memory lives on in posthumousexhibit
Downtown gallery features
photography of international
student who passed away
by Robert Bykowski
Assistant Campus News Editor

IN DEATH, the dedication and passion of
former Columbia photography major Pieter
Ombregt can still be felt in a new exhibit of
the artist's work.
Ombregt, who many of his instructors
describe as kind and dedicated, died at the
age of27 in a bicycle racing accident in Chicago on Sept. ll. His memory is now being
honored in the form of a one-m an photo
exhibit at the City Gallery of Photography at
the I listoric Water Tower, which is curated
by Columbia.
Ombregt's exhibit is a first of its kind at
the gallery, because it is a student exhibit.
"This is not a student gallery," said Bob
Thall, chairperson of the Photography
Department and one of the organizers of
the exhibit. "We don't generally show student work Iat this galletyJ, but we thought
this work was as strong as any of the work
we've shown here."

Thall said the idea for the exhibit came
from t he entire Photograph y Department
faculty s hortly after Ombregt's death.
"!His death! hit a whole lot of people in
the department, and the work is terrific,so
it seemed to be a great idea," Thall said.
Thall added it was the quality ofombregt's
work that made the gallery a reality.
"The idea was on ly possible because his
work was at such a high level," Thall said.
"We didn't have to bend our criteria."
Thall worked closely with fellow photography instructors Dawoud Bey, Barbara
Kasten and Ombregt's fiancee, Jennifer
Kowa lewski, to carry out the vision of
what Ombregt would've wanted in an
exhibition.
Ombregt shot the work on display, loosely
titled "XYZ Project" on his website, with a
medium format camera and color transparency fi lm, w h ich he then scanned in
order to make a digital print. The series of
photographs at the exliibit display a manoften tim es Ombregt himself- wearing an
orange jumpsuit and positioned in stark
contrast to h is su rroundings, w hich are
usually architectural in nature.
Th all said the files we re going to be
prin ted in the depart m en t 's digital lab,
and Ombregt had already adjusted almost
all of t he image files for printing, which
made it easier fo r those involved to guess
at h ow Ombregt would've wanted t he work
displayed.
"We talked to Jennifer and tried to fi nish
the prints and frame them and do everything in the way she understood he would
have had them done," Thall said.
At the gallery opening on Nov. 15, more
than 100 people came to view the photographs and celebrate the memory 6f their
friend, student, relative and fellow artist.
Ombregt's father, Ludwig, who had flown
into Chicago from Belgium with his wife
for the exhibit, said Pieter Ombregt "loved
people and he tried to reach them." Ludwig
Ombregt added he was very proud of his

i

of Photography at the Historic Water Tower. 806 N. Michigan Ave.

Courtesy BOB THALL

said he had a wonderful imagination.
"The thing I remem ber most about him
is when you had a conversation with him,
he looked you directly in the eyes, and you
knew he was really taking in everything
you were telling him, and it showed in the
work/' Bey said.
Kowalewski, w h o met Ombregt nearly
five years ago in an art h istory class at
Colu mbia, reflected on t he amount of time
they spent together shooting the project ,
which took them all around the world from
Chicago to France and Poland.
"We were always going shooting together," Kowalewski said. "It was a scavenger
hunt, really. He was looking for that shot."
Kowalewski felt the turnout at the opening was tremendous, and if Ombregt were
still alive, it was exactly what he would've
wanted.
"It's always what he wanted- a gallery
sh ow," Kowalewski said. "He was a simple
guy, but the day that Pieter passed, I picked
him up from Columbia and he said, 'J en,
I'm done. I'm don e with this work, done
son's work.
with this project. I'm ready to go on.' That
Elizabeth Ernst, a former instructor of was Pieter, w hen he was finished he was
Ombregt at Columbia, described him as a finished. He put 110 percent into whatever
perfectionist with an amazing work ethic. he did."
"In my 17 years of teaching at Columbia,
there would probably be five students who
The exhibit runs through Feb. 3 at the CityGalranked as outstanding and he'd be at the leryof Photography at th e Historic Water Tower,
top of the list," she said.
806 N. Michigan Ave. For more information, visit
Jennifer Kowalewski (left) speaks with Karen Irvine at the opening reception of Pieter Ombregt's exhib~ at
Bey, who also taught Ombregt in a couple colum .edu!PhotoWeb.
the City Gallery on Nov. 15. Kowalewski was the fiancee of Pieter Ombregt. a Columbia photography student
who died in a September bicycle accident at the age of 27.
of classes,said he was one of the most intelRussell Augustine THE CHRONICLE
ligent students he'd ever worked with, and
rbyhowshi@chroniclemail.com
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SPECIAL TO THE CHRONICLE
Critical Encounters' Roots and Routes: Weekly
personal narratives of Poverty and Privilege
'Breendonk'

by Stan West
Faculty, Ne}V Millennium Studies
and English Department

HIS HAND comes out of nowhere. Finger
pointing, he touches the cold, gray st~l.
"Grandpa," he said, almost in a whisper.
"That's my grandpa's name up there. He
died here, or was killed here. I knew he suffered in World War II, but I had no idea this
is where he perished," Philippe said. His
~nd.r~~ains there for seconds. It seems

critical encounters:

POVERTy
±.privilege

become a national human rights memorial.
It presents the shocking truth.

During our two-hour visit, we see a torture chamber where prisoners were hung
Philippe is a short, affable, 40-some- like hams on hooks, and a precision-cut
thing Belgian photojournalist married to gutter for blood to flow efficiently. The
our writer-friend from back home in Oak Nazis prided themselves on their efficiency.
Park. My son, Amman, calls him •uncle We visit the yard where starving prisoners
Philippe'" and calls his brilliant black moved large rocks from one side of the field
wife "Aunt Dorrie." They speak to Amman to the other as "exercise." We see the showin English and French after hearing my ers. We see the execution spot.
"I knew his cousin was here," Philippe
son say J:te was taking French in the same
school a couple decades ago where Dorrie said. "But not until this very moment did I
entered French classes. She's proud of him really know my grandfather was probably
for·that and for giving up a trip to a new murdered in this place. He was not Jewish.
skateboard park for today's site. Philippe is He didn't have to be for the Nazis to throw
also pleased he wanted to see for himself him and any other 'undesirable' in Breenwhat he's only experienced vicariously in donk. My grandpa was a member of the
Schindler's List- a German concentration resistance. He was also a memb~r of the
camp.
Communist Party."
Finally, he pulls his hand away. Amman,
·J>hilippe and Dorrie proJII.ise us..lessons
on World W~R"BUt rio~e of us expect Dorrie and I are stunned. None of us expectthis-:;:;tO'fth"t! ~~ppe's grandfather's name ed this. None of us know what to say. None .
oifthis menioriai at Fort Breendonk- an of us know what to do. So we do no;>thfug,
ss terror factory, 20.kilometres outside of say nothing; we honor the moment. My
Brussels. There it is in gray steel letters: professional urge as a fellow photojournalHenrich Raynaers. One of the better-pre- ist is to ask my friend to put his hand back
served camps in Europe, Breendonk has up and point. But I cannot. My personal

like .ete~ty.

Married couple Dorrie and Philippe, pictured above at Fort Breendonk in Belgium, are the subject of this
week's essay.
Courtesy AMMAN WEST

empathy says that would·be inappropriate. . trades.
Not now. Not today. Not with him at this
And now I also feel the souls of ancestors
solemn second.
past and it hurts so bad I want to scream,
Weallwanttocry,probablymethemost. but don't. Philippe needs us right now ...
I have felt this psychic pain before. The silent. We're all he has this moment as he
first time was in Angola at the "point of ·suffers interminablepain.He puts hishand
no return" in the capital, Luanda, wjlere in his pocket, his eyes still staring at the
tens of thousands of West African slaves wall. I pull out my·camera, point and fi re
left bound in chains destined for the so- two shots at the cold, gray steel. He does
called New World. The second time I felt not mind. His eyes give me permission. His
it was in Cartagena, Colombia's "House of soul begs remembrance. We say farewell to
Pain," a transit point for those slaves who his grandpa and never forget his story.
survived and those Carib Indians still alive
who local Catholic officials felt needed to
The aim of Critical Encounters is to encoube "converted" to Christianity through tor- rag~ you to engage with difficult questions about
ture. The third time was at "Fort Jesus" in poverty and privileges. For more information
Mombassa, Kenya where pious Muslims visit www.colum.edu/criticalencounters or
and Christians transported East Africans e-mail Stephanie Shonehan criticalencounters@
along the Red Sea and Trans-Sahara slave colum.edu.

~ I art+ design
The Art+Design Department & Anchor Graphics
at Columbia College Chicago present the fourth season of
the Scraping the Surface Lecture Series

The Print
Renaissance of
the Sixties
Esther Sparks
Norhwestern University
October 24, 2007
6:30-7:30 pm
Lecture will take place at:
Columbia College Chicago
623 S. Wabash Ave., Room 203
For more Information:
colum.eduj anchorgraphics
anchorgraphics@colum.edu
312·344-6864
THIS LECTURE IS FREE & OPEN TO THE PUBLIC.
Major funding for this program is provided by the Terra Foundation
for American Art and the Internat ional Fine Print Dealers Assoc•ation.
Additional funding for Anchor Graphics •s provided in part by
contributions from individuals, t he Illinois Ar ts Councii·A State Agency,
the MacArthur Fund for Ar ts and Culture at the Richard H. Oriehaus
Foundation, the Chicago Commun ity Tru st. the Oppenheimer Fam•ly
Foundation , t he Packaging Corporation of America, Target. Blick Art
Materials. and Jet Lit ho.
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» BAD GUYS
Continued from PG. 4
High-energy show provides
many thrills and chills for
audience
The mobsters' moods change. The song
is working. The four of them dance in
place, fluttering their arms and legs in
harmony, smiling. Two teamsters sitting
in the far-right corner of the stage motion
toward the boss' general direction admiringly, and say softly "like an angel fell from
the sky."
Dancing and prancing to and fro, the
boss sings "Bad days ain't gonna stop, and
in case you forgot, at least you ain't been
shot!"
Barragl!s of gunfire and police sirens
suddenly blare over the loudspeakers.
Lights go out. Theater's pitch black. The
band continues playing.
_The overhead lights slowly flicker back
on. The four mobsters, two teamsters and
their boss lie dead on the floor. The sound
of gypsy jazz lingers.
"This is a very high-energy show, for both
the audience and the cast alike," Zagoren
said. "You can never have too much energy
for a show like this."
"Bad Guys in Suits• runs at the Heartland
Studio T_heater, 7016 N . Glenwood Ave., on
Thursday, Friday and Saturd,ay nights at 10:30
p.m. Tickets cost $15.
,,
Chris Jacobs, who plays 'The Boss' in the musical comedy 'Bad Guys in SuitS:' rehearses with other cast members at the Heartland Studio Theater in Rogers
Park on Nov. 20.
Russell Augustine THE CHRONICLE
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COLU M BI A COLLEGE C HI CAGO'S F ILM & VID EO DEP AR TMENT PRESENTS
TAKE 1 FILMFESTIVAL
A JURI£D FESTIVAL FEATURING THE BES T OF
PRODUCTION I AND PRODUCTION II STUDENT FILMS
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'Farewell Darkness' sheds light on Iraq War
Columbia arumni collaborate to
create a feature length film shot
in Chicago
by Derek Kucynda
Assistant Campus News Editor

AS Achild, Columbia alumnus Daniel J. Pico
dreamed of being a Marine. As time passed
by, Pico's childhood fantasy was shattered
as he grew up and watched the devastatiop
of the war in Iraq unfold around his fellow
countrymen.
Armed with a video camera and a vision,
Pico, who graduated in 2002 with a degree
in film and video, depicts the aftermath
of warfare with his directorial debut Farewell Darkness. With five Columbia alumni
as a part of the crew, Farewell Darkness
brought fo rmer classmates and college
fri ends together to collaborate on the
movie. Funded by Pico and a number of
investors, Farewell Darkness has yet to find
a distributor, but the movie has received
considerable attention from industry professionals and students alike.
Farewell Darkness is the story of a soldier,
Michael, who returns home from Operation Iraqi Freedom only to find himself
more damaged than when he left. After
being abused by his father as a child and
engaging in criminal behavior as a teenager, Michael, played by Keith Compton,
is left with a choice: jail or military duty.
After returning from the war, he finds
himself battling post-traumatic stress
disorder. Michael finds out his father
pushed his mother to commit suicide and
he vows to kill his father for his misdeeds.
Michael wants to have one last "perfect"
day with his girlfriend, Rose, played by
BriAnna Weaver, before he murders his
father, but Michael begins to show the
same abusive behavior towards Rose. He
is faced with a choice, kill the man who
caused him misery and release his inner
demons or let go of the past that he des-

Top : In 'Farewe ll Darkness; M ichael, played by

Keith Compton, who plays Michael, and BriAnna Weaver, who plays Rose, share a tender moment in downtown Chicago before Michael prepares to exact revenge
on his father in a scene from ' Farewell Darkness.'
Courtesy DANIEL J. PICO

perately wants to forget.
Farewell Darkness was entered in the
American Film Market in Santa Monica,
Calif.,and attracted international attention,
Pico said. A test·screening took place in Los
Angeles on Sept.29 and many of the viewers
liked the film, but they felt the movie was
dark, yet hopeful, but almost relentless in
its in tensity, he said.
Farewell Darkness is set in Chicago, where
Pico currently lives. Many of the scenes in
the movie were shot in the Jefferson Park
neighborhood and downtown.
Born in Wheeling, Ill., Pico has made
films since h e was 8 years old. He moved to
Chicago to pursue a degree in film and video
at Columbia, where he found his future
collaborators and learned the basic skills
of filming a movie.
"I learned a lot about movin g your
subjects and your camera," Pico said. "[I
learned] about making sure [to] always have
energy and having a point of view and a
focus in every scene."
Other Columbia graduates involved
in Farewell Darkness include writer Roy
Maurer, producer Matth ew Jones, cinematographer Jason Deu chler and film
editor GiGi Kovacic. All of the a lumni
h ave remained friends and they continue
to work together on other films , Pico said.
He said joining fo rces with his forme r
class mat es gave everyone the cha nce to
move ahead in the industry.
Maurer, a film and video alumnus, wrote
th e first draft of Farewell Darkness in 2004.
After Pico read the draft, he and Maurer
spent three years rewriting the script and

researching the different components of
the movie until it was ready for production.They shot the film in Chicago over the
course of 23 days. Afterwards, they shot the
Iraq war scenes for two days in Arizona.
Pico was motivated to pursue Farewell
Darkness for a variety of reasons. After
directing David Bianchi's Soldier, which was
the w inner for Best Short at the Queens
International Film Festival and the winner
for Best Drama at the San Tan Short Film
Fest, Pico wanted to continue exploring
the effects of war and show the reality of
warfare. Pico had friends who were soldiers
and he made sure that Farewell Darkness was
as accurate as possible by talking to them.
He nailed down the details by watchin g
documentaries and reading books prior to
shooting the film. During his research, he
learned the suicide rate was alarming in
Iraq, and a scen e in the m ovie sh owcases
this w hen American soldiers break into a
room and firid on e of their own men has
shot himself in the head.
Karl Neurauter,a sophomore music major,
saw a screening of Farewell Darkness and was
impressed by the final product.
"I thought it was a great film," Neurauter
said. "I t hought it h ad a un ique storyline
and I never saw this type of plot done before
in other films."
Farewell Darkness was submitted to many
film festivals including Sundance Film Festival, Tribeca Film Fest ival, Palm Sp rings
Inte{na tiona l Film Festival, Cinequest .
Film Festival in San Jose,Cali f.,and severa l
others around the world. Pico said he hopes
the fiim will rece ive a publicized premiere

seen by members of the film industry.
In one of the darker scenes in Farewell
Darkness, Michael returns home, h aunted
by memories of the war and his past and
the audience finds out he is battling posttraumatic stress disorder. According to
MSNBC.com, the U.S. army conducted a
study on th e mental health of troops who
fought in Iraq and found that one out of
eight soldiers who return from their Iraq
tour exh ibit PTSD symptoms.
According to Paul Popernik, counselor
for the Personal Development Group, a psychological services center, PTSD develops
after a distressing ordeal where a person's
physical or mental heath was threatened.
Because of the distressing event, the pers9n
is psychologically incapable of coping with
the trauma and they can develop PTSD.
"It's the mind's way of dealing with something that seems overwhelming at that particular moment," Popemik said."Emotionally,
mentally, even physically, you [are] affected
by it. [After] most soldiers come back from
combat, they have to meet with doctors an d
counselors to debrief and start to integrate
back into the general population."
Farewell Darkness is not only a story about
PTSD, it 's about revenge. One of the prevalent themes in the film is the nature of decisions and how the characters deal with the
opt ions presented to them.
"Ultimately, the film comes down to a
choice," Pico said. "Is h e going to -kill his
father an d essentially en d his life.~l!all:Jle
choose to walk away? Is he going l'o poten tially try to change his life an d make positive choices for once?"
Pico hopes Farewell Dar/m ess will edu ·
cate ot hers a bout PTSD and in form th e
public about some of the repe rcussion s
of wa r.
"We should stand up and recognize that
young men and women are walking among
us right now that don't have sca rs on th e
outs ide, but inside they are being torn apart
eve1yday," Pico sa id. "We have to confront
the fact that we have an entire generation .
t hat is going to need help."'

Roosevelt Theater Conservatory alumnus Keith
Compton , comes home to Chicago afte r being sta·
tioned in Iraq for several years. Right: Daniel J. Pice
pre pares t o s hoot a scene in downt own Chicago fo r
his direct orial debut , 'Farewell Darkness.'

Co urt esy DANIEL J.

For more information about "Farewell Darl< ·
ness' go to FareweiiDarlmess.com. Inf ormation
on PTSD can be fou nd at ImqWarVeterans.org)
ptsd.ht m.
dhucynda@chroniclemail.co m
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The Columbia Chronicle is hiring for the Spring 2007 semester!
Please come to the Columbia Chronicle office and pick up
an application for one of the following available positions:
Assistant Campus News Editor ·
Campus News Editor
City Beat Editor
Assistant City Beat Editor
A&E Editor
Assistant A&E Editor
Associate Editor
Assistant Photo Editor
Commentary Editor
Graphic Designer
Copy Chief
Copy Editor
Advertising Sales Executive
Webmaster
Assistant Webmaster
Editorial Cartoonist
Freelance (any section)
Office Assistant

COLUMBIA
CHRONICLE
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The Columbia Chronicle is the weekly
student-produced college newspaper
of Columbia College Chicago.
It is published every Monday during
the fall and winter semesters.The
newspaper has four sections: Campus
News, Arts & Entertainment,Commen tary and City Beat.
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.Don't wait, come now... we
plan to hire all position:s.before
.
.
Spring semester begins!
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Monday
Chef Chris Nugent of French restaurant Les Nomades will demonstrate
how to whip up some of his favorite
creations at Alliance Francaise, 810
N. Dearborn St., a French cultural
and learning center. The demonstration starts at 6:15 p.m . and a $75
registration fee is required .
Call (312) 337-3019 for more information .

Tuesday
Yoga has never been hotter. Stretch,
pose and have a zen moment for 90
minutes in a 105-<legree room at
Bikram Yoga Lincoln Park, 2736-A N.
Clark St. Don't worry about bringing
your own gear, the beginners class
allows students to rent mats and
towels for $1 each. Classes are offered at different times during the
day and are $15.
Call (773) 348-9642 for more information.

Wednesday

::
•••
•••
•••

British rock chicks The Pipettes will
play at the Double Door, 1572 N.
Milwaukee Ave. Doors open at 7 p.m.,
and the show begins at 7:30p.m. The
concert is 21 and up and cost s $15.

Allyson McGovern THE CHRONICLE

To purchase tiCkets, visit Ticketmaster.com.

The story of Chicago '80s punk
Film explores '80s wave of music
in the Windy City

from the jltage, into a sea of black leather, by Mentally Ill,a punk band from 1979, who
studded jackets and hairspray, as the 'sos had never played a live show until now, and
punk band Rights of the Accused played Negative Element, which will perform their
only a few feet away. As the band played at first show with the original band members
by Luke Smucker
Assistant A&E Editor
the Cubby Bear, 1059 w. Anderson St., a fan s ince 1983. Chicago's lack of representajumped on stage and attempted to yell a few tion in the.punk rock scene during the 'sos
AS THE overdriven guitar riff exploded out of unintelligible words into t he microphone. inspired Losurdo to make the Chicago scene
the cheap amplifiers, the anticipating crowd He quickly jumped back into the sea that and its bands more well-known.
instantly erupted around the band, inches had just purged him as heads, hands and
"Chicago is a very under-represented
bodies bobbed
scene [and]
up and down to
not only in the
punk scene,"
the music. It was
chaos, it was 'sos
Losurdo said.
punk rock and it
"People know
was one of many
the blues and·
scenes from the
they know
upcoming docuThe Smashing
mentary about
Pumpkins,and
early 'sos punk
tha t's about
rock in Cl}icago.
it."
Joe Losurdo,
One of the
of the '80s punk
people Losurband Life Sen- Joe Losurdo, director of 'You Weren't There'
do interviewed
t ence, sold h is
for the docupunk rock record collection to fund You mentary was Anthony Illarde, a drummer
Weren't There, a documentary that he and his for Rights of the Accused, an 'sos Ch icago
wife, c hristina, recently made. It chronicles punk band. Illarde bas been friends with
the history of Chicago punk from 1977-1984, Losu rdo for 25 years, but initially, when
when Losurdo said punk was in its prime. Losurdo talked with him about the docuIt will premiere Nov. 24 at the Portage The- men tary, he said he was skeptical.
ater, 4050 N. Milwaukee Ave., with an after- ' "He bounced the idea off me when he first
Rights of the Accused was part of the movement film concert at the Beat Kitchen, 2100 W. came I!P with it, and I thought he was out
of punk music in Chicago In the late '70s and early Belmont Ave. The concert will feature many
:sos.
of the bands- from in the documentary
Courtesy ANTHONY ILLARDE
» SEE PUNK, PG. 15
including the first ever live performance

"Chicago is a very underrepresented scene [and] not only
in the punk scene. People know
the blues and they know The
Smashing Pumpkins, and that's
about it."

Thursday
Looking for a different spin on
Thanksgiving? The Chicago Diner,
3411 N. Halsted St., is celebratiAg
its 25th year of offering a vegan
Thanksgiving dinner. Dinners are
$35.95 per person and are offered
at noon, 2 p.m ., 4 p.m . and 6 p.m.
Reservations are required.
Call (773) 935-6696 for more information.

Friday
The Music Box Theatre, 3733 N.
Southport Ave., will be showing The
Wall, the Pink Floyd movie based on
the album of the same name.
Call (773) 871-6604 for more information.

Saturday
Alternative folksters Over The Rhine
with Griffin House perform at the Old
Town School of Folk Music, 4544
N. Lincoln Ave. Shows are at 7 p.m.
and 10 p. m. Tickets are $22.
Call (773) 728-6000 for tickets.

Sunday
Ladies, learn how to belly dance
at an Introduct ion to Belly Dancing
class at Bloom Yoga Studio, 4663 N.
Rockwell St. A $55 regist ration fee '
and reservation are required.
Call (773) 463--9642 for more Information.
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The Bottom Line

With winter comes the need to hibernate

by Jessica Galliart
A&E Editor
Every week, I trudge through five long
days of classes and work, anxious for the
weekend. My long weekdays exhaust me,
frustrate me and sometimes make me want
to sprawl across the living room floor wailing and screaming "Whyyyyy?" when I'm
working on a project at 3 a.m. But all of
the stress and sleepless nights during the
week always pay off on the weekends, when
I finally have time to do the thing I love
doing the most.
I, Jessica Galliart, am a weekend hibernator. I rush home from work on Friday
night, stock up on food and supplies and
hole up inside my apartment until Monday
morning, running out occasionally for cigarettes and fresh air, of course.
I'm not a loner. I'm not a couch potato.
I'm not even asocial.
But over time, I've learned that hanging
out alone weekend after weekend makes
you comfortable with yourself, with your
sense of humor, with your body and with

your habits. It's the easiest-and the least
embarrassing- way to recognize your best
and worst habits and work to accept them
or change them.
Well, it's also a great way to catch up on
sleep, too.
I'm notorious for sleeping in later than
anyone I know, ignoring loud phone
calls and the CfA trains that operate about
100 feet from my bedroom window while
I sleep soundly in my sanctuary of a bed.
For most of the weekend, I'm actually
unconscious.
But when I'm awake, the weekends are
my chance to catch up on my favorite TV
shows, awesomely bad movies and online
gossip, i.e. who is the latest popular girl
from my high school to get pregnant,
according to MySpace. For five days of the
week, I'm constantly surrounded by classmates and co-workers, whom I love, but it's
rare to have a moment of peace w ith out
being bombarded with questions. On the
weekends, the only people I have to answer
to are my roommate, who often accompanies me on my couch surfing trips, and the
clerk at 7-Eleven, who finally remembers
which cigarettes I buy daily.
People who don't have much social
interaction with others are often labeled
as loners, which has always been attached
to a negative connotation, pointing to that
kid in high school who was barely seen or
heard. And for some reason, we carry on
the loner stigma, making the mistake of
thinking that you h'ave to constantly be
surrounded by friends to i:ie happy and live

Chrissy Knows Best

a fulfilling life.
But if we can't hang out with ourselves
and have a good time, how can we expect
anyone else to want to?
It wasn't until I started spending almost
every weekend alone that I realized my
hibernation wasn't because I was lazywell, OK, a lot of it is because I'm lazy, I love
my bed and I love TV. But a large part of
hibernating for me is getting comfortable
with myself. I can lay in bed all day long
with my thoughts, thinking about how my
week went, what I'm going to do better next
week and usually about some incredibly
embarrassing moment(s) I experienced at
some point.
The bottom line is we spend so much
time worrying about what other people
think of us, how we look and how we can
fit in better. So for two days out of the week,
we sho'u ld take a few steps back and feel
totally and completely com fortable in our
own skin. Laugh out loud when Michael
from "The Office" cracks a bad "That's what
she said" line,order a huge pizza and eat the
entire thing, spend the whole day in pajamas an d ignore phone calls from friends
inviting us out for the night.
And if you do pick up the phone when
a friend calls for a n ight out, just say, "I'm
sorry, (name) is with (same name) for the
weekend and will not be available until
Monday. Please leave a message, but understand th at she will neither check it nor call
you back. Have a good weekend."

by Chrissy Ma hlmeister
Managing Editor

Birth control is finally getting under
control. It's amazing how contraceptives
have trans formed from a once-a-day pill to
now patches, shots and even rings. Some of
these can even lessen a woman's period to
four times a year (yes!) and relieve some of
the uncomfortable (to say the least) symptoms that go along with it.
How could it get any bettet than this?
Well, little mad scien tists know how to
fool me every time. The new form of birth
contro l is n 't even for wom e n- it's
for men.
Although it hasn't hit the market yet,
there's actually a daily pill,a shot four t imes
a year, a patch and even' gel made specifically for men,according to MSNBC.
Basically it works the sam e way female
contraceptives do. Women use hormones,
like est rogen, to s hut off the production of
eggs, while the men's birth control releases
testosterone to stop the formation of sperm.
Best part? Once the men stop th e birth control, their bodies return, harmlessly, to the
way it was before.
OK, OK. I'm s ure you've had enough of
th is scie nce jargon, but serious ly think
about how this affects women everywhere.
It seems t hat m en ca n finally take a com-

Music
M.I.A. in concert at the House of
Blues
Hailing from Sri Lanka , M.I.A. has a lot
to talk about. Her first album , Arular,
invaded the dance-pop scene in 2005,
mixi'ng feel-good dance beats with lyrics
about su icide bombers and the state of
unrest in he r home country. Two years
later, the female superstar caught the
attention of producer Timbaland, who
worked to produce her newly released
a lbum, Kala. The two recorded the
album a ll over the globe, including London, New York City and cities in Trinidad
and Australia. M.I.A. will perform at The
Ho use of Blues, 329 N. Dearborn St., at
11:30 p.m. on Nov. 21.. Tickets are $20,
and the show is 18 and older.
For tickets, call the House of Blues box
office at (312) 923-2000.

Film
Two never-before-seen David Lynch
films at the Gene Siskel Film Center

If you love the demented, dream-like
work of David Lynch, then you must
head on down to the Gene S is ke l Film
Center, 164 N. State St. A. n~Yf. 35mm
print of Lynch's first feature, Eraserhead,
will be playing there for a week starting
Nov. 23. During t hat same time, the ne:-.'1
jgalliart@chroniclemail.com documentary Lynch (one) will have its
Chicago premiere. The film's director is
credited as "blackANDwhite ," a possible
pseudonym for Lynch. Eraserhead will
play at 8 p.m. on Nov. 23.

Men's sexual revolution?
mitted stand to prevent pregnancy and it
no longer just lies in the woman's hands.Of
course men have the option to use condoms,
but it's no lon ger a spur-of-the-mom ent
decision.
For women, this is revolutionary, but that
onJy relies in the possibility that men will
actually decide to partake in this form of
contraception. The science is there, but is
t he will?
Honestly, I can't speak for all men, but
I'm pretty sure the answer is "no." Heaven
forbid they get all "hormoney" like women
do. And upping the testosterone may not
even be the best t hing for m en. Would
it make them more aggressive? Would
it make them gain weight? Are all these
things worth the risk of pregnancy? It's up
to each individual, but personally, I think
these m en just need to man it up.
They need to realize that they are part of
the responsibility for conception so why
shouldn't they help in the prevention of
unwanted children? If h ealth r isks are
similar to those of women's birth control, I
don't see why any man would pass up this

Best Bets

Visit SiskeiFilmCenter.org for more
information and more showtimes.
opportunity.
The finanCial burden that som e women
have to endure to pay for their monthly
set of contraceptives is sometimes steep,
especially if they don't have any insuran ce.
It would be nice, for once, to not h ave to
think of forking over 30 bucks 12 times a
year. It seem s that sharing the responsibility would be more logical and·practical.
Plus, it doubles the chance of not getting
pregnant.
I've read that some men are happy
male birth control is possibly coming into
circulation because wom en sometimes
h ave bad intentions. It is not unheard of
for a woman to pretend to be on birth control only to use a man to get pregnant. For
some men, this means less fear of being
lied to, knowing they have protection of
their own.
So let's all get responsible and finally
share t he r eality of contraception. For
t he t h rill of s atisfaction, use double the
protection.

Food
R.J. Grunts prepares Thanksgiving on
a bun
Looking for a different take on your favorite Than ksgiving dis hes? How about
serving them all up sandwich style? R.J.
Grunts, 2056 N. Lincoln Park West, is
offering American favorites like turkey,
stuffing, cranberry sauce a nd gra\1)1 a ll
served on a bun. The restaurant will
a lso be mixing up pumpkin pie milks ha kes. Take a bite out of the holidays
with this Turkey Day sandwich for $9.95.
Catch the s pecial for nos talgic ho liday
leftovers anytime exc.ept Thanksgiving
Day through Dec. 1. ·
Gall (773) 929-5363 for more information.

Class/Workshop

cmahlmeister@chroniclemail.com Erotic writing workshop at Early to
Bed
Want to be dirty without getting dirty?
Then the e rotic writing works hop is right
up your a lley. Jennife r Stevenson, a Chicago a uthor who has received pos itive
reviews from t he Was hington Pos t a nd
Bookslut for he r book, Trash Sex Magic,
will give tips on the writing style of sex
s tories. The eve nt will take piace at Early to Bed, a fe ma le-owne d erotic a ppeal
store that s pecia lizes in sex toys, 5232
N. S heridan Road, o n Nov. 20 from 7:30
p.m. to 9 p.m. Admission is $10-$15.
Call (773) 271.-121.9 for more Information.
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Redford aims to break silence of 'Lambs'
Filmmaker paints a familiar
portrait of ordinary patriots
by Matt Fagerholm
Assistant A&E Editor

ire Lions for Lambs has
elicited from the moviegoing public, one
would have expected it to be nothing more
than a maddeningly biased piece of leftist
propaganda. As if to rally red state viewers
in revolt, republican actor Vince Vaughn
appeared on •The O'Reilly Factor" to promote alternative viewing for the weekendnamely, mindless holiday fluff in the form
of Fred Claus, O'Reilly, of course, referred to
Redford's film as •anti-American."
Sowhyis everyone so intimidated by Lions
for Lambs? Viewers who actually bother to
see the film may find themselves asking the
same question. This is not an anti-war film
so much as it is anti-apathy. The legendary
journalist Edward R. Murrow would have
favored this film, if only because it champions the importance of staying informed and
proactive in a volatile political climate.
. Redford balances three stories that are
meant to be simultaneously occurring in
real time, each of which represents a particular microcosm of the war conflict. A
liberal senator, played by Meryl Streep,conducts a one-on-one interview with a republican senator wllos~-·oily smile possesses
all the movie star charisma of, well, Tom
Cruise. Meanwhile, two young soldiers,
played with raw idealism py Derek Luke and
Michael Pena, find themselves stranded
in an Afghani field fighting for survival.
Back at a ~alifornia col_Iege, their former
CONSIDERING THE

professor, played by Redford, attempts to
motivate an equally youthful student into
taking action over what he believes in. It
is precisely this spirit of vigorous activism
that propels the film's brisk 88 minutes.
In lesser hands, the script by Matthew
Michael Carnahan, who also helmed
the Iraq action blockbuster The Kingdom,
could've succumbed to heavy-handed
grandstanding. It's to the credit of Redford
and his top-drawer cast that a considerable
majority of the film resonates on a human,
rather than message-laden, level.
Though it has become difficult for Cruise's
notorious persona to disappear into any
character, casting him as the senator proves
to be a rather inspired choice. The tarnishing of Cruise's star-power, due to the media
hysteria surrounding his personal life, is
mirrored in the fading self-assurance of
his celebrity-like politician. Though a few
snapshots of Cruise alongside members
of the Bush Administration produce some
undesired snickers, the actor's work is
very strong here.Streep's performance has
moments of startling delicacy, as she finds
her bull-headed ambition crumbling in the
face of deeply personal obstacles.
Though Redford may come off like a
Mike Brady-style parental figure at firs t,
his scenes with the student played sublimely by Andrew Garfield, a fresh-f<tced
Brit sporting a nearly flawless American
accent, are generously equitable. Though
Garfield's exasperation at the current government is entirely justifiable, it is his passive indifference that becomes the focus of
Redford's concern- and the center of the
story's absorbing conflict. And while the

scenes with Luke and Pena seem to function primarily as blood-soaked filler during
the film's first half, their story eventually
evolves into a mov ing portrait of lions
who refuse to leave a fight with their tails
between their legs. Yes, none of the issues
addressed by these plotlines will be unfamiliar to anyone who has been alive and
conscious for the last six years. But what 's
the harm of a film that simply wants to
provoke discussion about these issues,
which so often remain i gnored? And why
are high-profile actors so widely criticized
~hen they make films about these issues?
Are they supposed to just play it safe and
put their talents to use by starring in disposable dreck like Fred Claus?
To be fai r, Lions for Lambs is far from a
great mov ie. There are times when the
film's settings become so claustrophobic
that they seem better suited for the stage.
Though Redford and Carnahan clearly
made this film with the best of intentions,
they too often favor moments of dramatic

obviousness. It seems too convenient, fo r
example, that Redford's character received
no injuries when serving in Vietnam ,
though he lat!!r got 54 stitches in his head
a fter protesting in Ch icago. No film this
year has come close to the brilliant persuasiveness and searing detail of the Iraq documentary No End in Sight, and Lions for Lambs
is no exception. Yet it is no failure either,
as it builds a convincing argument that is
embodied organ ically by a wholly believable ensemble. An d Redfo rd ends the film
on a note that is absolutely pitch-perfect.
If Lions for Lambs is ultimately ignored by
filmgoers more interested in having their
cinematic thirst quenched with escapism,
it will be a poignant demonstration of the
film's basic themes. It's not the fog of war
that's blurring our national eyesight. It's
the smog of stoicism.

mfagerholm@chroniclemail.com

Robert Redford directs Meryl Streep and Tom Cruise while in production on the film 'Lions for Lambs.'
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Jack Ass

TopS

OF THE WEEK

Kimi Badger, Senior Grapflic Designer

Allyson McGovern, Grapflic Designer

Emilia Klimiuk, Grapflic Designer

Thi ngs I am scared of

Celebrities I want as best
fri ends

Reasons w hy I hate making
lists

The Blue Line train: It's old, rickety and
goes rea lly fast. A few morn ings ago during
rush hour, I got on and secured one of the
last standing spots.! spent 10 frightful min·
utes leaning against t he doors fea ring they
would fly ope n and I would jus t fall out.

Christopher Wa lken : Forget the lame
impressions, just give me t he real t h ing.
After watching Fatboy Slim's m usic video
for "Weapon of Choice," it was clear it would
be im possible for him to be anything less
than t he most amazin g best friend ever.

I leave stuff out: 1 a lways forget something. What's a list good for if it doesn't list
everyt hing?

They justify forgetting: Once I write
AP
somet hing down on a list, I feel it's OK to
forget about it. Forgetting everything you
It is widely believed by fan s of late-night
Thunderstorms: When I was younger, I Vince Vaughn: Standing well over 6 feet tall, need is a great idea if you always carry your
refused to be u pstairs duri ng a t hunder- I know Vince would do a great job watch ing lists with you.! don't know about you, but I television that Conan O'Brien is the most
engaging talk show h ost since Johnny
storm. ! would pack up my favorite belong- over me. Just imagine the kind of hugs th is can never keep track of mine.
ings and leave them in t he basement just in guy ca n give out. If I ever need a date to a
Carson . While O'Brien's inventively goofy
I always lose them: There I am in a super- image has certainly become larger-thancase something awful might happen. ! have wedd ing, the choice is obvious.
grown up a little, and now I just hide under
market with 15 minutes and a full cup.of life, it's h is self-deprecat ing wit that makes
my covers and listen to my iPod.
Simo n Pegg: With h is birthday being on coffee. I am ready to shop! I reach into my his humor so down-to-earth . Who wouldn't
Va lentine's Day, he was born a sweetheart. pocket to get t he beau tiful list I made an want to be O'Brien's friend? Unfortunately,
High heels: I love the way they look, and But if there was ever an attack from the hour before (with color-coding and every- one man has taken his desire for a friendthe way they make me feeL sexy, but I am undead, I'd be g lad he was arou nd. He th ing) only to realize that it's definitely not ship wit h the funnyman a step too far.
According to news reports from CNN
terrified of breaking my foot, leg or ankle knows how to handle the worst of s itu- there.
while wearing them.
ations, whether w ith the help of a gun,
and The New York Post, he is the Rev. David
cricket stick or a cute British smile.
I p rocrastinate: I always waste my time Ajemian. That 's righ t, folks,Conar:o'Brien's
writing them. instead of doing what needs stalker is a Catholic priest. How's that for
Growing u p: My sheets are a bright color
and I have a dinosaur poster on my wall. The Edge: Just give t his guy a guitar and to be done, I spend my time listin g it all out. some late-night comedy material? One can
imagine a taped s'kit of O'Brien being chased
Please don't make me ever give these up. ! 1 am set. As the lead guitarist for U2 and It's procrastination in its best disguise.
by paparazzi driving the Popemobile. But
hope that I wi ll forever be able to balance known for not saying a word, he would be
my kid qualities out with a small amount a great listener. Even if he did speak up, he Other people find them: I have this strange u nfortun ately, this spiritual stalker is no
would have an Irish brogue. it is a win-win 1fear of someone reading my list . I guess I laughing matter.Ajernian,46,is a memjler
of grown-up responsibi lities.
situation .
don't mind them knowing that I plan to call o f the Archdiocese of Boston, O'Brien's
The gym: I would love to work out a nd
my phone com pany and wash t he bathtub . hom etown. He's only two years older than
get in s hape, b ut t he big mach ines and Conan O'Brien: This giant Irishman has a today.! would tell people if t hey asked, but t he fam ed talk show h ost, and said he
weights are terrifying. Even when I had a g reat sense of humor, but it is his h air that written down on a scrap of paper in my had been following O'Brien's career ever
lifeguarding job, which gave me free access separates him from everyone else. If I was h andwritin g, my day 's affairs somehow since they both graduated from Harvard
to a really nice gym, I never once set foot in having a bad day, I would just give Conan becom e public.
University. It is unclear whether O'Brien
the workout area. There will be no leg-lifts a call or s tare at h is hair and instantly it
indeed knew ~jemian in s~hool, though he
or barbells for t his girl.
would t urn into the best day ever.
·' is undoub't edly aware of him now.
, ______________________ __ ___ ______________________________ __ ________ _ ,
Ajemian h ad allegedly been writing
O' Brien s ince September 2006. Excerpts
released from his "fan letters" are as hysterical as they are immensely creepy. Referring to h imself as "your priest stalker,"
Ajemian lectured O'Brien about his frustration over not being allowed a spot in his
studio audience.
"Is this the way you t reat your most
dangerous fans???" Ajemian asked, with no
I
less t han three sinister questions marks.
"I wan t a public confession before I even
I
consider giving you absolution ," he ranted
like a lame "Saturday Night Live" caricature
For man y of my years of tormented still unbelievably cheap. Though rides are do som eth ing a large group of people can 1 of a priest .
But the t ruly distur bing quote came
chea per when bought in advance (Mega- en joy.
1 adolescence,! cursed t he day when I had
Enjoy the sales
when Ajemian's threats turned violent.
to spend hours trapped in the same room bus advertises $ 1 rides),a last-minute bus
t icket will still be cheaper t han for a plane ·
•The day after Thanksgiving, Black 1
"Rem ember [mobster! Frank Costello
1 with my family every November. But now
1
t hat I am a couple thousand m iles away or train. Go to Megabus.com to see if you Friday, is absolutely crazy in c hicago.
dodged a bullet in your building," he wrote.
1
can find a dece nt ly-priced ticket.
All of the best stores in t he city throw
"And so can you."
1 from h ome and don't have t he chance
Make plans with friends
dow n the biggest sales. Don't waste an
Fortu nately, Ajemian was unable to
to eat that delicious turkey and creamy
1
1 mashed potatoes, I genuinely m iss it.
•I f it looks like traveling is ou t of the opportu nity to bu y a warm w inter coat
dodge police. On Nov. 1, he w as arrested
w he n attempting to en ter a taping sesIf you ftnd yourself alone on Th anksgiv- question, ask around to see who will be for half off.
ing, there's no sense in moping about it. staying in the city fo r t he h o l i~y wee k• Get a team of people to h it up the
sian of, what else, "Late Sh ow with Conan
end. Coord inate a time when you and a stores together t he day after your Than ksO'Brien ." Four months earlier, security offi1 li en' are some tips on how to enjoy the
delicious holiday if it looks li ke there is no few frie nds ca n gat her fo r some qua lity giv ing feast.Some sa les s tart at 6 a .m.,so
cials at NBC received a letter from Ajem ian,
yo u m ight need some m oral support to
in which t he t roubled man labeled himself
friend ti me.
trip home for Thanksgiving in sight.
1
as ''a stalker of a very different order than
•Organize a potluck lu nch or di nner. get up at 4 a.m.or 5 a. m.
Alternative transportation
•After you spend t he entire m orning
the kind you are used to dealing with."
•If you 're s hort on cas h and a fl ight Don't limit the food choices to Than ksWhether he was referring to a holy order
home seems impossible, do a li ttle inves- giving favorites. Encourage your fr iends shopping and fight ing off all of the vicious
1 l iga ting before you make any plans to
to bring whatever t hey like. Pizza, pasta, bargain hunte rs, wa it u ntil after you
rem ains unknown.
Th ou gh Aje mian's lawyer has m ade it
stay here. Lots of peop le look to carpoo l casseroles and fried ch icken are always en joy a n ice bite to eat with your friends
clear that his client has had a history of psyon long t rips in or out of t he state during safe bets. For a vega n potluck dinner, to pass out. You'll need to ga in back your
1
chological problems, it would be wise for
reva m p t raditional recipes using vegan strength w it h a good, hearty m eal. Then
1 t he holidays. Check ftrst with friends to
him to be forcibly removed from the public
spend the rest of the day being lazy and
sec if anyone wi ll be maki ng a trip close to subst itutes.
1
and the pulpit, so he can stop making a jack
your destination where they can drop you
• Alt hough food is always a good excuse letting your belly deflate from all of the
ass of himself.
to gathe r, plan som ethi ng else to go food you scarfed down.
off and pick you up on th e wa y back.
1
•The Mega bus bus service only goes to a alon g with your dinner. Whether it be a
- M . Fagerholm
movie n ig ht , a keg party or board games,
1 few cities in th e Midwest, but the rides are

lt()\~r f()

Have Thanksgiving alone
with Jessica Galliart
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»PUNK
Continued from PG. 11
Bands featured In film to
perform after premiere
of his f---ing mind," Illarde said.
After Illarde understood
Losurdo was trying to expose the
importance of the era of '80S punk
rock in society, he said he quickly
changed his mind and agreed the
documentary was a good idea.
Illarde said it was a very interestIng time for punk rock in the early
'80s.because punk was really starting to become popular on the East
and West Coasts. The bands in the
Midwest, not just Chicago, were
trying to figure out where they fit
into the '80s punk scene.
"I don't know that Chicago
bands, at least in the [late '70s],
were ever really strictly punk rock
or strictly hardcore," Illarde said.
"There [were] always these influences aside from punk rock that
we had here in Chicago."
Losurdo said the hardest thing
about making the documentary
was getting footage. He said during
the late '70s and early '80s, there
weren't many people videotaping
punk rock shows. It wasn't until
the mid· '80s, as punk became
more mainstream, that an abundance of .f ootage began to surface
that would be used in the documentary.
"It was really kind of an odd
thing; Losurdo said. "Chicago
never really produced any really big
bands from that era [and] we were
not really noticed and not recognized in the national media."
Losurdo said for the documentary, he and his wife tracked down
people' lind bands ranging from
'80s punk band Nllked Raygun
to Negative Element. Though he.
- took it upon himself to make the.
documentary, he will be the
first to tell you that he is not a
filmmaker.
"We don't have any kind of
backing," Losurdo said. "We aren't
professional filmmakers by any
stretch of the imagination, but I
guess we are now."
SOme of the bands like Negative
Element and other bands featured
in the documentary decided to participate by performing in a concert
lifter the premiere. Losurdo said
once he told the '80S punk bands
what was going on and who was
going to play, other bands agreed
roplay as well.
"It's an excuse to see some of
my favorite bands play," Losurdo
said.
Vic wagner, an audio arts and
acoustics major at Columbia who
has been listening to punk since
he was in eighth grade, said the
music is an important part of his
life. Wagner said that punk rock is
more than just music to him and
his friends.
"For people who are going to
pursue this stuff on an intellectualleYel, it's a way of life," Wagner
said.. "I read in Rolling Stone a few
months ago that Fall Out Boy was
a staple of Chicago's [punk rock]
scene, and whoever wrote that
obviously knew nothing about
Chicqo punk rock."
Though Wagner said he doesn't

think that the mass public would
be able to appreciate the docum entary, h e encourages anyone
who is interested in punk rock or
in a punk rock band to see the film
because it's a scene that not many
people know a lot about.
"These people think they know
what's going on and they really
don't [because they]listen to these
sold-out pop-punk bands [from]
Chicago," Wagner said.
Even Losurdo, who grew up
in the late '70s, has been a punk
rock music fan since his older
sister introduced him to it, said he
learned new things while malting
this documentary. For instance,
during the late '70s and early '8os,
a lot of the punk club scene was
tied in with the gay club scene
because many of the punk clubs
were also gay clubs.
"As much as I knew, I learned
tons of stuff and I think [this documentary] paints a pretty good picture of Chicago itself [during that
time]," Losurdo said.

Ant hony lllarde. drummer for Rights of the Accused (above). was interviewed for the documentary 'You Weren't There.' lllarde
and the rest of Rights of the Accused are set to perform after the premiere of the film on Nov. 24.
Counesy ANTHONY ILLARDE
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Thanksgiving
Story by: Wes Giglio
Design by: Kimi Badger
Photography by: Rachael Strecher

Holding his right hand up,.i till wrapped with 111111.
'11lomson gives another waminJ.·
·•···'. ,,,.,.-:
He explains the way he has the liDe wrappecliiOGII!lldl
stateliness and poise, and the wide facades seemed
band.
"On this (smaller] balloon it wouldn't brak ~
reserved.
'11len there's Rudolph.
your hand)," he said. "But a bigger balloon, it WDUJdl;Mr,j wl
'11le reindeer, IS feet tall in his present incarnation, was
ThoJ:!lSOn goes on, it becomes clear~ thia~1r
suspended mid ·a ir on the front lawn, his flight arrested by
a serious undertaking.
·
{ QJ .1~ ·! • •
a few dozen sandbags and ropes which anchored him to the
The rules are simple but important: Don't direct tbe· ,
ground. He's a parade balloon, one of several to be featured
line at an angle; that makes the balloon go down towvd
in this year's McDonald's Thanksgiving Day Parade. About
the ground. Don't wrap it around the fist or the body. Ifill
200 volunteers have-come to the museum for Parade School,
trouble, let go. '11le balloons are worth close to $90,000 eacb,-an entertaining seminar where event staff teach them how
according to Thomson, but it's not worth a life. To illusbal8
to run the third biggest Thanksgiving Day parade in the
this point, he tells a story about his brother Steve.
country. That in~es'making sure reindeer really know
Many years ago for the Thanksgiving Day Parade,
how to fly.
~/'!,
Dyn!lmic Displays was filling ass foot nutcracker ballooD
But before.t he;_w lunteers c~ learn how to handle
with helium at 4 a.m., with seven handlen on each side.
the balloon, they'r~ db"ected.toward the right wing of the
"'11le seven on the lake side all tied off their strinp
museum, into"an~'auditorium.OUtside of the wing's open
to the parking meters and went to get a cup of coffee;
doors there ar~\t/i,o' other b~oons, ~e McDonald's Golden
. Thomson said. "The people on his side wanted to do the
Arches and a~ red s,ll9e; whicli Unmistakably belongs
same thing, so they handed him all their linea." ,
to Ronald McDo~\t~!~tJe;ED,!-~Y::_!ilis been the most
Thomson illustrated his brothers.solution by .
recent sponsor ofth~4-year;()1Cl~
pantomiming taking eight lines, wrapping than UOIUI!lbil ,'If
This year's ve~n;~f"tlie event will include a live
body and sitting down on them.
marriage, balloons ~as,uring up to 90 ft. and,a broadcast
"He just sat down on it. Then the storm. bit.~ -he aaidi•ae r.
sponsorship from WGN-'rv which will beam the parade into
was suddenly aiibome. We fOUilli:bim f~bl!JClb ~-- ·
n million hom~. That ~es Chicago's parade the third
street plastered against a black van." ,.
.·• •'bl!~i'll1Lll3~ ·•
biggest in the country m~ims·Of ~ewers, rivaling even.the
Steve was lucky. After being dragged down the street.flr '>
Macy's ~giving Day parade inN~ York, according
four blocks and slammed against a car, he wuult dud.Jile,
to Chicago Festival AsSQ!iation associate executive director
walked away from the incident with o1ily i:JW)Drinjurieaile.
Peter Smith.
.
·
wasn't carried away lnto the atmosphere only beca~ < ;~
In the auditorium, the volunteers are separate4 into
· balloon wasn't fully inflated,Thomson saicL > ,,_ • , .•
their "breakout groups," wbere th 'Illearn their specifiC. vi~.:· .. other balloons have floated away, howeveJ-; Acl:ordiDg ·:{
functions in the upco~·'" ·
~ups inCJude; ··': -~~n, voldnteers once let a,large balloon go~.
balloon handlers, banner caril
e '~Cortl, ire;n:'f\ ·~..-::·: .,.~ ofwind started dragging the balloou;.-way.Latei' •
room operators, staging and ·d isband sta5;,!tospi~ty"'rta1fl ~ ... ~f day!two airplane pilots called in a UFP to air t:ratfic,,, 1ot-lf•
volunteer check-in workers-and poo crew, that will dean~. """·>oo~:ttrol-in Unidentified Flying Pen81;lin- Tho.nJI!Ml'llllid· , a •'
up horse droppings.
.
.
.:ii<'.;; !·
they fished the balloon out of Lake Erie a few days later.,•l11"1 "
Outside, dozens ofvolunteers stand unde}1i'tltlt'itudolph
At the museum, undeterrec_l \>olunteers eagedy4~dc · • <)(}lf
on the museum's front lawn. The balloon sways slightly
up the 1,000-pound test lines a1t'ached to the blillCIQJll, ;s--·a"
in the chilly fall~- Surrounded by a circle of people,
Thomson directs th_e proceeding8:Witl,t a sJDile thatuo"'~'~'
Jay Thomson from Dynamic Displays, the comP.Bny that,
~ntracii;~~~ant bar~es to the
owns and operates the balloons, holds court. He wraps his
~il.lers.
·
hand around one of the taut lines attached to the balloo~ '• "Forwardi"Tliofusoti.);houts:
·
The f_lrst thing he s~ess.es i~ to _"P.llY ~tt~~tion .to the line in _ ...':! Rudolph comes unmoored from the groundrapd start;s
relation to the balloon." The lines should almost never be at
flYing toward the lall.e.
.."' .. ·
·.~ ~
an angle, he said. .
"Turn.him aroundi"
'
t~;
Heading south on Lake shore Drive, the Museum .
of science and Industry looked like any other museum
campus. '11le classic columns and arches radiated
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·Vities a lift ,
sreeting and coord.luating
celebrities, and-Aid it's her
favorite part of the Parade.
Carole nemouw said the
growth won't stop anytime
:eJ•J.-.botheJawn. · . -.
soon. She h!)pes Parade
~"tHerrl.se$·back up and the volunteers' march
School will get bigger and
)liaa back to his origiDal place.
bigger, especially since
next year is the parade's
Ootbellriwwaytothemuseum,M~d's worken
seventy-fifth anniversary.
Jlllllodt'COOides,hot coffee, soda and apples. Inside, a
'l1lis year is big, but
~of last year's parade plays on a loop on a big
..-a tv. 'l1le costumed characters, balloons and displays - according to Fremouw,
a-a a camival atmosphere at Parade School, and whole "Next year is just
gonna blO'!'fyOU
fiadliee of VOiunteenlwalk around taking in the scene.
away.•
·
U.. FJem«iuw, with her children Stevie and Mason in
Ai~W,i. putidpating in the parade for the second year, and
~,_rs parade was "really fun." Her daughter Stevie
.._~"this year we're pulling the turkey [bslloonJ."
· .JIIJbua Bpa1oose has been volunteering longer than
MlftiDOUW8,since 2001. Epaloose has done it all in
•pande,from carryiDg baimers to doing crowd
Gllllnll allll hoepitality to passing out food and

'.

bDt4rWia til Parade a~ ·
..
"I(vobmteer] with mv boyfriend. It fills " · • .
dlltwtdlsthe earlymotilfDt houiil
taf~.JWilfillitwU ....
lbnblll Field's, we were Jingle Elvt!s,"

alleJild.<-': ~ j<- ~:b cr.noL i,~p ·

'lbe'Pinde hascllanged
~Manblll-F1e!Cl's"

daya,pbwiug in scope allll ·
audleace.dw'Iotte Wheeler ,.
ha8 beeJIIDolved for the .'··
put 15,_,. <•"3 nooUsd
"It has ch:angect, • lh
all for the better. ·•

It's ~er,. 

intermsof
productiob, and•·-~
you meet
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Ms. Show: Mary Lynn Rajskub makes comedypersonal
Actress brings her unique style
of comedy to Chicago
by Matt Fagerholm
Assistant A&E Editor
WITH HER furrowed brow, pointed eyes and·
slightly askew grin, Mary Lynn Rajskub
can get laughs simply by grimacing at the
camera. Though her popularity skyrocketed
ever since she was cast as the devoted analys t Chloe on the s mash hit TV drama "24,"
Rajskub has spent the majority of her career
perfecting a specialized brand of awkward
comedy. Her television debut was on the
cult hit "Mr.Showwith Bob and David," and
she was subsequently cast in s uch comedic
fare as Man on the Moon, Punch -Drunk Love
and Little Miss Sunshine.
Her stand-up ca reer has also included
being a part of the comk duo "Girls Guitar
Club." Ra jskub, 36, is currently traveling
the nation with her latest live solo comedy
show, "Turns Out I'm Funny."
The Chronicle recently s poke with
Rajskub about her new show, as well as her
unique approach to garnering laughs.
The Chronicle: How would you descnl>e
your own particular brand ofcomedy?
Mary Lynn Rajskub: [My[ comedy [h as)
been from the pers pective of somebody
who is uncomfortable in their own skin. So
that's always been the comedic device that
I've played around with. I've always done
comedy with the exception that I got on
"24," and most people know me from "24." I
knew that the showwils always popular and
it's a great show, but it was nothing that I
could've ever predicted being a part of. I
wasn't surprised at the character [Chloe)
itself, but I was surprised that people started liking it as much as they did.
How does TV acting differ from film
acting?
The thing that 's been great about TV
acting is that it's a regular job and because
it's on a show that was already established.
With the movies you get to make friends
with a lot of people and work on this one
story and then it's over. You really never
know how it's gonna come out.
Did Paul Thomas Anderson allow you
to improvise at all on the set of Puru:h-

Comedic actress Mary Lynn Rajskub, famou s for her portrayal of Chloe on '24,' is perfonming her latest
solo comedy show. 'Turns Out I'm Funny,' on Nov. 24 at the Lakeshore Theater, 3 1 75 N. Broadway St.
Courtesy PATRICOLA /LUST PUBLIC RELATIONS

Drunk Lulie!
We improvised a lot, and then in the
end after about 20 takes ended up doing
it exactly the way he had written it. It was
pretty funny. But [my) role in that movie
was actually the role that got me the part
on "24." My boss had seen me in that and
thought that he needed a quality that was
like the sister [from) that movie in "24."

After graduating from college as a
painter, what was it that attracted y ou
to the world of comedy?
I was doing performance art in college
in Detroit and San Francisco mostly in the
classroom, and then I started making fun
of performance art in open mikes at bars
and things like that. It was there that I
stumbled upon the fact that I was doing

comedy by making fun of it and getting
laughs, which was pretty fun for me. And
then I s tarted meeting comedians. So it's
always been about me being in a particular
state of mind, and asking sort of existentiallike questions, not directly, but just in my
own'behavior aboutwhai: I'm doing onstage,
and what business I have standing in front
of people and talking to people. I was always
very uncomfortable doing that, but I found
the conflict to come out quite funny.
The most important thing for me has
always been performing live. I love going
to school and learning the basics, but just
getting out there and doing live shows-because you like it, not because you're trying
to get something-! definitely feed off the
energy of the audience, for sure.
What is some ofthe material you draw
u pon in your new stand-up show "Turns
Out I'm FUnny." ? '
It's personal stories and relationship
stories, and I touch upon different things
that have happened to me s ince I've been
on "24" as well. One thing I address, which
some people know about, is being kissed
on the mouth by Rush Limbaugh. I also
describe being in arts school,and going out
with a guy that. I wasn't attracted to and
then becoming engaged to him. That sort
of culrninat~s in a forced threesome. The
stories are about getting yourself caught
up in stuff and que~tioning it and what's
happening inside versus how you're acting
on the outside.
I really like taking advantage of my own
voice which isn't really [that of) a standard
comedian. I don't stand there and talk
about what I think is funny and what's
in my brain, and I don't really talk about
current events that much. It's more about
the ~paces in between actual human experience and what's going on inside of you,
insecurities and things like that.

Mary Lynn RRjskub will perfonn "1\lrns Out
I'm Funny" at the Lakeshore '!heater, 3175 N.
Broadway St., on Nov. 24 at 7 p.m. and 9 p.m.
.Tickets cost $22.50and can be purchased either by

visiting the theater's website, Lakeshore'Iheater.
com, or calling the box office at (m)412-3492.
mfagerholm@chroniclemail.com
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SHOULDER SHRUG

NOT BAD. NOT BAD

WORTH A GIGGLE

HAPPY DANCE!

PRINT

ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY, 'HOUDAY MOVIE
PREVIEW'
.

TIME OUT CHICAGO, NOV. 15 - 21

VICE, THE FEAR ISSUE

Although the editors devote the cover to Keira Knightley, a face I

I usually hate this magazine. The covers aren 't enticing and
most of the articles are awful. But the profile of Juno screenwriter Diablo Cody blew me away. The pages are pleasantly laid

see on far too many national magazines , at least they didn't lose

Um. I love how their ~fash ion photo shoots~ consist of half-naked chicks wearing scary masks in this issue. Only Vice can do
that. Only Vice can do anything the heck it wants. Not to mention
their MTidbitsM this issue made me laugh so hard I even drooled
a little bit. Oh, Vice. -C. Mahlmeister

out

with pull quotes from this seemingly crazy stripper-turned-

screenwriter. Now I'm even more excited to see the movie when
~comes out Dec. 5. -J. Galliart .tr."o ' ' \ A
r.7'l A
-CI '--" ,_'-,) .:f) ' - '

·r'UGLY'BElTY' ON ABC' .

their sassy editorial style. The caption on the inside photo of the

actress who is in a green satin dress in the middle of a forest

says. "We hate to break it to Keira Knightley, but it's going to be
tough starting a campfire in that dress: -B. Palmer

. 'PROJECT RUNWAY' ON BRAVO

I love this TV show because ifkeeps me laughing every minute.
The entire cast is hilarious and entertaining, especially America

Ferrera, who plays Ugly Betty. I recommend watching the episodes online with limited commercial interruptions.

-1l· Tabares

According to a BravoTV.com poll, Tim Gunn is viewers' favorite
part of this popular reality show, which premiered on Nov. 14. I
think it's way more fun to watch the competition, the rivalries and
the beautiful (or beastly) designs. And who can resist watching
when Chicago rising star Steven Rosengard is in the running?

'SICKO' ON DVD
Michael Moore's documentary about health care systems in the
U.S., Canada and other developed nations came out on DVD
with extras including extended interviews and exclusive footage.
The movie really makes me want to move to another country.
-B. Palmer

-S. Harvey

GOTAN PROJECT: 'LUNATICO;

AUCIA KEYS: 'AS I AM '

CAKE: 'B-SIDES AND RARITIES'

The group· creates traditi9nal tango music with an electronic
twist. The woman singing in the album has a strong, thjck and
scratchy voice that mixes gracefully with the bandoneon. Watch
the music videos on their website and observe amazing tango
dancing in action. I can't wait until they return to Chicago to
promote this album . -s. Tabares t:f"' A
A A A

Alicia Keys hasn't lost those pipes of hers. but her lyrics need
some fine-tuning. There are standout tracks on her new album
like her single 'No One" and her duet with John Mayer "Lesson
Learned," but the album is over-produced. I do enjoy how Keys
channels Roberta Aack, promising that she'll be around for a
while. -0. Kucynda

Though a B-sides and rarities album is usually j ust used to satisfy fans until the next release, this album is a rare treat. It features covers of songs such as Black Sabbath's ·war Pigs: Frank
Sinatra's "Strangers in t he f'ight" and The Muppets' "Mahna
Mahna." With this album, fans can have their Cake 8nd ~ar
it too . - L. Smucker

GUTTENS

STARBUCKS COFFEE'S HOU DAY CUPS

rm a bit ambivalent about these hybrids. They are less unsettling than sporks, more useful than regular mittens , but also
colder. - R. Strecher

So this is Christmas ... in November? Can't we segue, my love?
Maybe a little turkey or holida-J leaf cup before we nose dive-•
literally---into these totally hideous Christmas cups. I would pre-.
fer green cups or blue-now that's a neutral holiday color. -B.
Marlow ·

RANDOM

\C.; ·!:::~ 0 0 ~

5NIA HARVEY'S COAT COLLECTION

Yau111ove to take double (maybe even triple) takes ot'Harvey·s
extensive, fashionable. always highly-impressive and cute coat
COjlection when she walks by. Her coats never fail to amaze me,
- - ~ lli&Ck:<.nd·whtte checkered raincoat to a wool,
119.111. S he makes winter look oll-~ood every

~
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Gross gossip comes back to Chicago
lmprov group tells sick stories
and invites audience to drink
afterward
by Luke Smucker
Assistant A&E Editor

WITH HIS red-backed poker cards facedown
on the green felt table next to his beer and
poker chips, a man took a swig, turned to
the player on his left and casually told him
about a rumor he heard about a guy who
laughed so hard, h e projectile vomited
all over everybody and himself. Soon, the
crowd around th e stage where the poker
table and players were sitting erupted in
laughter.
Chris Biddle, director of "The Sickest F--ing Stories I Ever Heard," said that crowds
of more than 60 people com e to hear comedians and actors reveal true stories about
their most personal and horrific moments
around a poker table that are too crude to
be told anywhere else.
As the comedians begin their real poker
gam e and sip on beer at the Playground
Theater, 3209 N. Halsted St., true tales of
sick, horrible and painful experiences
begin to spill out. Through the course of
the show, five story tellers reveal their ugly
pasts then invite the audience to come and
drink with them at the Town Hall Pub,3340
N. Halsted St., after the show.
"They love it, they love watching people
tell things on stage that yo11 would never
tell in normal circumstances," Biddle said.
The show was created in 2002 by Don Hail
and shaun Himmerick, who both worked
for What No One Else Produces Theater,
which is now Playground Theater. Biddle
said the show was a compromise for the

creators because Hall wanted a s how about
persona l monologues, and Himmerick
wanted a sh:ow where he could play poker
on stage in a live format for real money.
This past s ummer, one of Biddle's friends
and co-producers performed the show
in Utah after it hadn't been shown for
two-and-a-half years. He h ad so much fun
doing it, he and Biddle decided to bring
it back to Chicago. Biddle contacted the
original producers and creators and set his
sights on Playground's midnight series.
"I got their blessings and [said] 'We're
back,"' Biddle said. "I've always wanted to
(perform trus show], and nobody does it."
Ryan Gilmore, an improvisational come-,
dian and puppeteer in Chicago, has performed' in many of the S.F.S. shows and is
also a good friend of Biddle. Gilmore said
although he is more of a comedic writer,
he enjoys performing in this show each
month.
"It's really an honor," Gilmore said.
"(This] is a group of people who have been
friends for a really long time so it's really
cool and laid back."
Gilmore said the stories the group tells are
true and that when he's on stage sometimes,
he finds himself telling stories he never
thought he wou ld tell anyone-esp.e cially
not a crowd of strangers. Although Gilmore
said h e tries to maintain his dignity in his
everyday life, he's done terrible things to
people by revealing stories about them on
stage. It seemed like a good idea at the time,
but h e regretted it later, he said.
"I told something ¢at I was not prepared
to tell and I guess it impugned my character
a little bit," Gilmore said. "Afterward, I was
a bit horrified."
Mark Henderson, who has been actively

FROM THE WRITER/D IRECTOR OF
DWAYNE JOHNSON SEANN WILLIAM SCOTT

DONNIE DARKO
SARAH M.lCHElLE GELLAR

Chris Biddle (right), improvising with Fuzzy Gerdes (left), has high hopes for his improv show 'The
Sickest F-ing Stories I Ever Heard.' an event where comics can tell the dirty jokes they can't tell
anywhere else.

·

Courtesy GREG INDA
involved with improv-style theater in CIUcago for the last 20 years, has seen the S.F.S.
show a few times. Henderson said the stories are fun because these comedians reveal
stories about themselves that the audience
might not hear any\vhere else.
"Most of the time I really enjoyed the
show," Henderson said. "If you have a vast
and open mind, I don't think you are going
to be freaked out."
Biddle has plans to make it bigger and
better in the future by having themed
nights such as an all girls n ight, a night that
will feature only theater directors and even
an elimination event styled after "American

Idol," which will reward the winner with a
chance to perform on the S.F.S. show.
"The last month's show had 60 people,"
Biddle said. "We didn't do any PR for (the
sh ow and] it snuck up on us. We knew most
of [the people] who said they missed the last
one [would) come to t!Us one."

'The Sickest F---ing sronts•I Ever Heard'
shows Jan. 5 at the Playground '11teatef,'3209 N.
Halsted St., at midnight. All shows are $10. Call
(m) 871-3793 for more information.

Blue Man Group Gift Certificates
make people happy.

Box Office 773.348.4000

.1.800.BLUEMAN blueman.com

tickimnaster 312.902.1500

t icketmaster.com ·
Group Sales 773.348.3300

~ 3133 North Halsted
Chicago
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Premium Blend
W
ith The Secondary
THE SECONDARY, a Chicago rock jam band,
have mixed their collective musical influences- the rock sound of groups like the
Red Hot Chili Peppers and the organic
h ip-hop style of The Roots- to create an
original rock band that seamlessly switches
between singing and rappin g in and out
of their sound. The Secondary is made
up of Illinois Institute of Technology students, drummer Uchenna Egwu, guitarist
Ty caghel and lead singer Cedric Collier as
well a as Columbia student bassist Ben Cain.
The band has released a five-song demo and
spoke with The Chronicle about the possibility of recording an album this winter, as
well as band challenges and their musical
influences.
The Chronicle: How did this band get
started?
Cedric Collier: We actually all started [college] at Illinois Institute of Technology in
[the) south Side of Chicago. Me and a couple
of my friends came here as freshmen, [and]
we used to sit around in our rooms and just
make music. [At that time) my guitar player
and drummer played music on the side separately. One day, the drummer introduced
me to the guitar player and the bassist. We
jammed and started this [band).
Have you always performed rap or do
you enjoy doing rock, too?
well, I mean, I've always done both. It's

not really trying to go one way or the other,
it's kind of wherever the song takes it.
Who are some of your influences?
[The] guitar player is a big Incubus fan so
he models his guitar after their sound. We
all like the Red Hot Chili Peppers and The
Roots . And [we have been] listening to a lot
of Bob Marley (lately].
How do your influences show up in
your music?
I think we are trying to stay originalsounding because we all h ave different
influences. We all try to bring our differences to the table, and [our music becomes
a) combination of different things.
What's been the most difficult thing
you 've d ealt with so far as a band?
Trying to go to school full time and the
music as well [has been diffilllllt]. It's two
passions that yo.u're trying to push at the
same time, but you have to practice, you
have to do homework and (you) have exams.
And people have different schedules. It's
hard to schedule time to get work done.
Are m ore of your fans into rock music
or rap?
We do get a mix. It's d~finitely harder
for a group that is doing more singing and
stuff to get a real hip-hop crowd because
the venues we've been playing are better
known for rock t han hip-hop.
What message do you tryto leavewith

The Secondary turned their passion for rock and rap into musical expression. While balancing college
classes, the band also finds the time to practice and perform.

Courtesy THE SECONDARY
your audience?
I try not to-get too preachy, but if [amessage is] there, it will come up. So you may
not be surprised to hear something a little
more controversial if you come out and
listen to us.
How d o you write songs?
Well it's kind of collective; we all write
music on the side. It's the lyrics I do all
myself. We'll just kind of jam out , and we'll
record it. And if something h appens, we'll
listen to it later.
which comes first, the lyrics or the
music?

Some songs, I hear it and I feel something
and the song will be done in 10 minutes.
Other times, it's not that easy. You listen
to it, and you're struggling with different
ideas. You're not sure which way to go, and
you have to try a couple things out.
Check The Secondary's M ySpace, MySpace.
com/IheSecondaryJor more infonnation on the
band and their upcoming shows.
- L.Smucker
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ARIES (March 21-April 19) Financial planning and ongoing health issues will
demand added attention over the next s ix days. After Friday. new friendships and
private flirtations are highlighted.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) Romantic partnerships will this week requ ire public
discussion and revised time commitments. New lovers may be particularly sensitive to flirtation .
GEM INI (May 21-June 21) A.close friend may this week announce a s pecial
job assignment or revised work schedule. Postponed social events may, oddly
enough, create va14able opportunities for new friendships.

SAR"H RINEHARD
(,>RAPHIC DESIGN
SENIOR

CANCER (June 22-July 22) New colleagues or officia ls are now highly motivated
to expand their s ocial or romantic commitments: after Wednesday, expect overly
familiar comments in the workplace or s ubtle flirtations from co-workers.

Senior graphic design major Sarah
Rinehard has a rule when it comes
to buying jeans-if they're more
than $2Q-forget about it.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) Rare emotional triangles may be briefly annoying over the
next 6 days. Someone close may this week challenge your dedication to longterm friends or difficult family members.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) For many Virgos, this is the right time to cautiously
present revised home schedules or creative family solutions to loved ones.

"Cheap a nd comfortable is the way
to go," she said.
Rinehard, clad in black flats from
Payless, a red s hirt, blue jeans and
a leather jacket , are a ll frorn her
favorite shopping location, Kohl's,
s he said .

LIBRA (Sept. 23-0ct. 22) Over the next few days. physical vitality and sleep
patterns may fluctuate. At present many Librans are processing complex uncon·
scious emotions and experiencing minor bouts of anxiety.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) Group assignments, payment schedules or restructured corporate policies will this week create unusual employment strategies.

"Kohl's [clothes]last longer than
other stuff," Rinehard said .

SAGITIARIU.S (Nov. .22-Dec. 21) Business ethics will this week require close
scrutiny. Before mid-week, study the actions and comments of authority figures
for valuable clues.

-Essentials for her include jeans
a nd hoodies, a nd s he a lways wears
rings. Rinehard said there are
specific things she avoids, though .

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) Gossip and social speculation are intriguing but
unreliable this week. Examine all public comments for validity.

"Skin-tight pants and Eskimo boots
I can't stand ," she said. "Anything
flashy I don 't wear either. I don 't
want to look like a disco ball."

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) An older relative or long-term friend may this week
revea l private romantic information. A hidden attraction or love triangle may be an
issue.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) Creative expression and renewed intimacy are highly
favored this week. Some Pisceans may now experience powerful moments of
seduction or surpris ing social proposals.

- B. Marlow
Tim Hunt THE CHRONIC\£
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Smart phones get smarter with electronic books
by Stevenson Swanson
CELL PHONES a re n't just getting s mart.
They're t urning into bookworms .
Fro m th eir humble s tart as a s imple
phone that people could carry in their
pockets , mobile phones have added a raft of
features, such as the ability to take photos,
shoot video, recei ve and send e-mail and
search the Internet.
Now, cell ph on es are in th e process of
adding anothe r feature: the capability of
di splay ing electr.onic ve rsions of books .
Wit h the ir s mall s creens, cell phones
might not s pri ng to m ind as a suitable
med iu m for readi ng le ngthy s tre tc hes of
I ext. And a much ballyhooed e-book revolution during th e dot-com e ra in the late 1990s
a nd ea rl y 2000s fi zz led, leading many in
publi shing to doubt whe the r books would
eve r escape I he bounds of paper.
But thai has n't stopped such publishers
as Houghton MifiHn, Simon and Schuster
a nd Avalon Travel from making dea ls with
specialty firms to produce mobile versions
of some of their titles.
In one of the most recent deals, Bostonbased Hough ton Mitllin, which traces its
o rigins back to 1832, agreed to work w ith
Mobifusion , a Silicon Valley fi rm, to make
some of the publis he r's refe re nce and children's books available in mobile versions.
One of the first ti tles tha t they hope to
have out by the e nd of the year is Fast Food
My Way by celebrity chef Jacques Pepin.
The ce ll phone vers ion will probably cos t
$30- the sa me as the print vers ion.
"You could be at Dean and Deluca in
New York a nd look up the recipe for what
you're going to make for dinner that night,"

said Houg hton Mitllin's David Langevin,
referring to the gourmet s tore. "So with
you r phone, you know what to shop for.
That seems more functional t han the print
book."
'
Last week, Harpercollins UK announced a
deal with Apple to make excerpts of the publishe<'s books available on Apple's iPhone

for free in Britain. In addition, the phone
will carry author interviews and audio clips
of writers reading from the ir work.
Part of t he reasoning behind such deals
is that mobile vers ion s of popular titles
may help sell more printed books. When a
person comes home from the gourmet store
with his chanterelle mus hroom s and heir-·

loom tomatoes, would he rather read one of
Pepin's recipes from a cellphone screen or
from a large printed page, with' a big color
photo to show how the dish should look?
But another reason for the deals speaks
to t h e uncertainty of the Internet age:
Nobody knows for s ure what format of
electronic reading will prove to be the ultimate winner, or whether ther.e will be an
ultimate winner. So why not hedge all·bets
and try cell phone books as well as more
conventional electronic books intended for
bigger screens?
"We're really aiming to be agn;,.tic and
ubiquitous," sa id Claire Israel, director
of digital content at Simon and schuster,
whlch is planning to make some consumer
reference material, such as buying guides,
available on cell phones, possibly by the end
of the year. "In terms of format, we're just
trying to pus h this content out there. I'm
very comfortable with letting the consumer
make the choice."
Andrea Chambers, director of New York
University's Center for Publishing, said
that using mobile phones as portable reading devices is already well-establish ed in
Asia,especially in Japan, where commuters
use their phones to read graphic novels and
novellas.
"I view this as an extension of a m edia
trend that we've seen across multiple
platforms, beginning with iTunes and the
downloadin g of music and the time-sh ifting of television programs that TiVo and
other recorders make possible," Chambers
said. "The public wants w hat it wants whe n
it wants it, and h ow it wants it."
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sleep . class . work . SLC
over 60 beers . 8 screens. pnvate part1es . open late'

Stop in for a bite to eat,
watch your favorite sport teams on the big screen,
listen to great tunes on the jukebox or
just stop in for a drink...
WE ARE OPEN WHEN YOU ARE!

10%Student Discount
with food purchase
(must show ID)

701 S.Siale St

Sun -Thurs only

Real Mexican Food. Real Prices. Late Night Deliverv
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rossword

Sudoku

Crossword

Fill in the grid so that every row, column and 3x3 box
contains the numbers 1 through 9.

ACROSS
Totally swamp
_ Cruces, NM
Golfers' norms
Metcalf or
Anderson
15 Be obligated
16 Hydrox rival
17 Put on for show
18 "Oedipus _'
19 Hourglass
contents
20 Wine choice
2 1 Changes one 's
residence
23 Herring 's kin
25 Chum
26 Male progeny
27 Mighty long
time
28 Change to fit
30 Brought to heel
34 Sums
37 Judd Hirsch
sitcom
38 "The Faerie
Queene' author
39 Frustrates
© 2007 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
11/19/07
41 Holm oak
All rights reserved.
42 Of the pelvis
44 Rock bottom
46 Art medium
7 Rhine
Solutions
47 Lennon 's love
temptress
s lot 3 l N 3 . v 3
S A v d
48 Acoustic organ . 8 Leaves slack·
a 3 l N v d• d 1 v. 3 l N v
50 Golfer's peg
)awed
5 1 Aardvark
9 Genders
V H.
V H l 3 lot v
I lot v s
10 After birth
munch ies
3 lot o • s v VII 3 H l V N V
52 Hateful objects 11 Caspian's
s l N v • 3 3 ! . lot V3 .
neighbor
56 Mineral d~posit
0 N o • l N I V d.lot I a v N
57 Rani's garment 12 Aclress Russo
:) v I l
lot:)
I 0
v s
3 l I
13 Lays turf
58' Actor linden
s l lot v MH l . lot 3 S N 3 d s
59 "Respect"
21 .Dilapidated
dwelling
. , singer Franklin
I X v l • s 3 I l I l V l 0 l
22 Little tyke
62 Chip in chips
a 3 VII V l . lot 3 l l v . N 0 3
63 European peak 23 Becomes
v d • a v .H s
• N 0 s
64 Breathed in
entrenched
short gasps
24 Fanfare
a NV S
~~~
a38V!S
65 Satisfies a debt 25 Layers
66-Arthur er Lillie - · 28 Smith and Gore 03~oto ~~~
3 1~otnv1
29 Makes another SlotVd
67 Goes into
c2...!'_c.J. ~ln8N3
attempt
3 1 Puppet with
DOWN
53 Anna Sten film
t RRs on trestles
strings attached 43 Indian bean
tree
54 Bohem ian
2 Journalist
32 Still existing
55 Manly
33 '70s nightclubs 45 Yay , team!
Hentoff
49 Ford Clinic, e.g. 56 Algerian port
35 Worries
3 Promised
Simian
59
51
Looks
4"1noited ·
36 Gave off bright
60 That girl
everything
5 Told a'iNhoppeJ
light
61 Circulars , briefly
52 Rush letters
40 .Humor
6 Govt agent

8.
.,
••
•• .,
' ' ' 'I"'""'I.'',..
•x

4 2

6
5 1

2

7

1
7
10
14

3
6 1
6

7

4 1 8

8

7

3

3
1 5 7
9 6
7
2
7 5
1 4
1
3
9

Comic Relief
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Commentar
Editorials

Columbia starting to do the
right thing about staff firing
In the afterm ath of the unwarranted
fi ring of adjunct faculty member Re id
Hyams by th e Audio Arts and Acoustics
Depar tment, the school has been unable
to distance itself fro m further controversy.
However, the college seems to be fina lly
moving towa rd a reasonable resolution.
when Hyams joined the Audio Arts and
Acoustics staff, he brought w it h him close
to $40,000 wort h of equipment , as well as
severa l pe rsonal items li ke gold records,
photographs and autographed posters and
artwork, he said. He made an inventory of
everything he brought to the department,
which included estimations of the value of
each piece of property. According to Hyams,
he and chief engineer Brett Johnson agreed
that Columbia would buy his equipment
in bulk before selling it off to individual
interests.
When Hyams was fired by the department in June, he expected that the school
would still purchase his equipment. However, it soon became clear that the department would not be buying his things.
In a Nov. 7 letter to Hyams from Stephanie Griffin, assistant vice president of
·Human Resources, Griffin informed him
that she and Greg Narlow, director of Internal Auditing, would meet him to return
his belongings. But the letter contained a
caveat which required that he would have
to "sign a document that (1) all your studio
equipment that we moved to the 33 (E.] Congress [Parkway.] building has been returned
to you, (2) 100% of the equipment is there
and (3) nothing is missing."
This wouldn't be a problem, except

t hat Hyams claims many of the items he
brought to the department are lost or damaged. Whether or not this claim is true,
fo rcing someone to sign such a document
would have been unethical and bad faith
negotiation. Columbia was demanding that
Hyams release the college from all legal
and ethical responsibility in relation to his
property, ignoring his claim that some of it
is missing and damaged.
Thankfully, Columbia's legal counsel has
since backed off that aU-or-nothing stance,
sending a letter to Hyams' attorney offering
a solution which would "attempt to resolve
the issues related to Hyams' personal property and equipment. Hyams will not be
required to execute a release or transport
the items at his expense."
This is a much needed step in the right
direction for the school.
Whether Columbia has lost and damaged
any of Hyams equipment is really immaterial- if it has, the college·should rectify that
situation. But even' if the college hasn' t,
demanding he legally admit nothing has
been lost before the school will give it back
to him was wrong.
The entire episode has been embarrassing for the school, but now that the administration is putting together a strategy to
resolve the issue, we can hope it's over.
When Hyams, in an interview with The
Chronicle, was asked what he wanted to
happen in this case, he said he wanted
Columbia to "do the right thing." So far, the
administration has taken the right legal
and ethical steps to do just that.

Letters to the Editor:
Dear Editor:
I would like to clarify that Columbia is
not paying me the salary that was reported
in the Nov. u issue of The Chronicle (and
wh ich has been reported each year in The
Chronicle).
For the past 18 years, I have had grants
amounting toss million to work on different science projects during the summer
when faculty are not on contract with
Columbia.
One additional point to note is that in
most other institutions of higher education, you wtll typically find among the
highest sala ries the names of star faculty
who have received national and internat ional recognition for their work.

Dear Editor:
Am I the only one who has noticed the
graffiti that is slowly getting worse in the
elevators in the 624 South Michigan building? I'm not sure where t he students who
"tag" the elevators come from, but I suspect
that whatever upper middle class suburb it
is considers that sort of thing cool.
I take pride in where I go to school and
the city I live in and don't want it to look like
a Detroit.alleyway. Is this how we want our
school portrayed to visitors? If you brought
your mother and father to campus, would
you want them to see that their thousands
of dollars are being spent so you can vandalize school property?
Please, keep your "art" in a classroom .
MCT
Even better, keep it in your bedroom or
Dr. Zafra Lerman
dormroom w here no on e ever has to see
Head Institute for Science Education and it. Let's clean u p t he eleva tors and hand Have an opinion about something you read in this newspaper?
Science Communication
out harsh punis h ments (expulsion would
be great) to the students who haven't fig- Did you catch a mistake, think we could have covered a story better. or believe
ured out that they are no longer in middle strongly about an issue that faces all of us here at Columbia?
school.
John Crone
Senior,
Fiction Writing

Why not write a letter to the editor? At the bottom of Page 2 you'll find a set of
guidelines on how to do this. let us hear from you.
- The Chronicle Editorial Board
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TV and film industry in crisis over WGA strike

by Brett Marlow
Assistant A&£ Editor

Hollywood is in a crisis, to say the least.
It's the third week of the industry-wide
television and film writers' strike, and as
of press time there still hasn't been a resolution in negotiating additional residuals,
which is money from Internet-streamed
episodes of the shows writers have penned,
and the sales from DVDs of television series
and movies.
. The Writers Guild ofAmerica, comprised
of more than u,ooo writers on the East and
West coasts, is a union for writers in television and film for the Alliance of Motion Pictures and Television Producers. The WGA
is negotiating with the Alliance to pay the
writers for work displayed on the internet.
The strike started on Nov. s and has yet to
be resolved. The writers aren't vying for
larger pay, but pay from streaining episodes
online, according to The New York Times.
Television programming that relies on
writers for their content, such as late night programs,like the "Late Show with
Jay Leno," were the first programs affected.
Because of this, the networks have started
showing reruns due to lack of necessary

new content.
While previous episodes of Leno's show
air, he has been helping the strikers out.
"I'll cross the picket lines to deliver doughnuts, but I won't be crossing it [to work]."
Jay Leno told Entertainment Weekly. "See
how funny I am right now? That's because
they're not giving me anything. I'm a dead
man."
Network TV shows shot in advance have
enough programming to last until the New
Year. Films are under the same umbrella,
having scripts and screenplays ready for
the immediate future, The New York Times
reported.
But what happens when the scripts,
screenplays and previously-recorded programs run out? Networks have already
started to bank on more reality-based
and game-based programming to fill
the void, the Chicago Tribune reported.
The writers on strike are protesting because
they are not getting paid for their work.

Imagine writing a book and having a publisher pick it up and pay t he writer a portion
of book sales before putting th e entire book
online without t he writer gettin g a cut.
Mus ician s banded together wh en people
started illegally downloading their music,
because it made them lose out on money.
The writers are in the same sit uation.
Viewers are tuning into their favorite
n etwork shows online because instead of
watching a three-minute segment of adver·
tising, they only have to see 30 seconds. But
the writers aren't receiving a cent. Networks
are pocketing money from advertising sales
during the streams, but the writers aren't.
Many network shows are being released on
DVD as seasons wrap year-by-year. You can
buy seasons of "Grey's Anatomy" and ''The
Office" on DVD, but the writers aren't getting a percentage from that, either.
As a writer, I feel their pain and· frustration. If I were to write a column or a
piece that was syndicated, I would want

my hard work and efforts to be compensated. If someone were making money
from my creativity and time, I would hope
they would feel obligated to pay me for it.
Actors make m illions a year starring in
films and in television shows; but a vast
ma jority of writers don't make n early as
much.
According to The New York Times, writers of major film releases usually expect
a $1 m illion ch eck for t heir work, while
m ore h eavyweight screenwriters could
see up to $4 million. Other writers in the
indust ry, though, average about $200,000 a
year. Comparing salaries with bigwig Hollywood actors,producers and studio executives, that's not much. For example, leading
"Grey's Anatomy" star Ellen Pompeo makes
about $200,000 an episode, according to
Hollywood.com. Without writers crafting
plots, developing her character and storylines that make Americans tune in, she
wouldn't have a job.
Is it the brains behind t he creativity or
the ones who act out and interpret the
creativity who should make more money?
Actors know the relationship. Without good
content, actors wouldn't have jobs. I am glad
to see them garner support for the writers.
Eva Lon goria Parker delivered pizza to
strikers. Marg Helgenberger of "CSI: Crime
Scen e Invest igation" stood with a sign
showing her support for the Writers Guild
of America.
I'm glad th ey know that without writers,
they have nothing. But I hope the actors
are doing it for the right reasons and not
for the worry of their own paychecks.

Members of the Writers Guild of America picket outside of CBS Studios in Los Angeles Nov. 5.

bmarlow@chroniclemail.com
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An elegy for movie theaters of the recent past

by Wes Giglio
Commentary Editor

I've loved movies for a long time, but I've
loved movie theaters even longer. The first
movie I can ever remember seeing in a theaterwas the 1991 Robin Williams/Dustin
Hoffman flick Hook. I liked the movie, but
what my 4-year-old consciousness really
enjoyed was the old-fashioned movie theater in Augusta, Ga.
tight bulbs flashed in circular patterns

around the titles on the marquee- men and
women in pressed white shirts, red vests
and black trousers welcomed me at the
door. My family and I were ushered through
queues bordered by brass poles connected
by velvety ropes. More vest-people greeted
me at concession stands and offered me
buttered popcorn, chocolate covered peanuts and exotic soft drinks at prices comparable to a supermarket.
But the real glory was within the theater itself. Hundreds of people .crowded
together in the dark, whispering to each
other. The walls were draped in heavy cloth.
This theater had two curtains draped iii
a crossing pattern over t he screen. There
was nothing quite like seeing them slowly
part, the whispers rising and then falling
away to silence, as the speakers hummed
to life in the comers of the room. A beam of
light, flickering ~hrough film at 24 frames a
second, shone over my head.
I remember that time, and when ·I look
around in the theaters I frequent today, I
can't help but think, "Jeez, movie theaters
T

LIQUID LIBRARY

kind of suck."
Can I have a ticket? Ten bucks. And one
for my date? Ten more. Some popcorn and a
drink? Ten more. Then they try to pressure
you to buy more.
"If you get the number one, you can get a
complimentary candy bar for two dollars."
"You can upsize that for so more cents."
After you've been gouged for as much as
40 bucks, you take your seat in a theater
that's pretty much the same as any other.
If you've arrived on time, you're 20 minutes early for the actual start of the movie.
You can use this time to briefly reflect on
the fact that even during the depression
people could afford to go to the movies
everyweek.
·
Previews of coming attractions used to be
the first things on the reel. Now it's advertisements first. If you want to make the
argument that advertising products before
a film a customer has already paid for is
borderline unethical, I won't disagree. If
you want to argue that previews are really
the same thing as ads because they're selling product as well, I guess you're right too.
But at least it's product the viewer obviously is interested in. Either way, prepare
to be almost physically pummeled by the
ads and previews.
Theaters jack up the sound for previews
and ads,and the slate of n ext month's n ew
releases is shrieked into your ear. Explosions sound as loud as the real thing, the
depraved sh rieks of vampires a nd their
victims ratchet up to unreason able levels
of aural t rauma. The spots also seem to be
edited under a m andate of t wo cuts per
second by a group of speed-addled MTV
executives. This contributes a sense of
delirium and panic to the sonic assault,
lowering your defen ses. You almost want
to say, "Alright, I give up! I'll see your movie!
Just stop assaulting me!"

During the movie, there are, of course, the
talkers. These people fall into several categories, including couples, groups, hipsters
and hipster couples and groups. Among
couples there is usually a main talker, and
that person is usually a dude who's trying
to impress his date (intellectually or otherwise) or a reminiscer.
Reminiscers insist on relating everything
on screen to something in their actual lives.
"My mom used to say that all the time; or
"That totally reminds me of that time in
high school when ..."
Groups are bad because they bring in
their own private society, where decisions
about what is acceptable movie behavior
only apply within their circle. In a way, they
have protection in numbers, and can feel
free to ruin your movie.
The worst, however, are hipsters and
would-be film buffs. These are the people
who laugh at every scene in a Coen brothers movie because they think they're supposed to. Particularly sweet for them are
the moments where they're the only ones
laughing in the entire theater. That lets us
simpletons know how cool and perceptive
they are. They may also make erroneous
statements about fil ms,directors and wr it·
ers that drive you insane, a Ia Annie Hall.
Is it possible to return theaters to the
glory days? Probably not in a mainst ream
sense. DVD and Internet pirating provide a
cheaper and more convenient experience,
and don"t come with the crowd noise,overpriced snacks and pounding ads.
But in the twiligh t of the movie house,
perhaps audiences and theaters can find a
way to respect each other, in the memory
of our pas t communion. Try and find a way
to lower prices, noise and pain levels, and
talking. After all, this is not 'Nam. There
are rules.
jgiglio@chroniclemail.com
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TICKETS
AS LOW

CALL 773-935-6100TODAY! APOLLOTHEATER 2540 N LINCOLN AVE

AS S2.SI' Broadway In Chicago

-

IN THE HEART OF LINCOLN PARK WITH CONVENIENT PARKING
jJl~:
ticketmaster line: 312-902-1400 Groups (20+) 312-977-17 10 • visit broadwayinchicago.com

*$25 Student Rush Tickets available on day of performance.Valid only with student ID at the Apollo Theater box office. Subject to limited availability. Not valid with any other offer or on previously purchased tickets.

If not, you will be restricted from registering for spring classes. SFS has .pla'ced

REGISTRATION HOLDS on student accounts that are not current on their-ba
Students are notified of holds through their Columbia student email account and by the
' ·
Student Financial Services help line call campaign.
In o rder to have your hold removed, your student account must b~ current!
Check your current balance or financiai a id status by logging on to OASIS.
Payme nts can be made online through CCCPay, by mail (sent to the ·sFS contact
address below,) or-in person at_the cashier window located at 600 S. Michigan Ave
on the 3rd floor.
If you have any additional. questions, or would like to review your financing options,
please contact SFS by dialing our toll-free help line: 1.866.705.0200. You can· also ·
visit our Customer Service Options webpage: www.colum.edu/sfs

SFS

HVOUtl rr NAHCIAL SUIVICU

600 S. Michigan Ave, St 303
Chicago; IL 60605

Columbia - ~
COLLEGE
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,Flooding-displaces thousands

Tuesday, Nov. 20

Legislator calls upon
Illinois residents to
help flood survivors
by Silvana Tabares
Assistant City Beat Editor
AS PEOPLE gather together to give thanks
dupng this Thanksgiving holiday, they can
also give a donation to help people affected
by the floodiDg in southern Mexico and the
caribbean.
The massive floods in Mexico and tropical storms in the Dominican Republic and
Hafti displaced thousands of people in
early November. Now, Illinois legislators
are asking people to aid flood survivors by
donating to world Vision, a Christian aid
organization that provides relief and h elps
people recover from disasters in nearly 100
countries.
The natural disasters in these countries
prompted Illinois Lieutenant Governor Pat
Quii:m to call upon Illinois residents for
their contributions during a media confer- Many neighborhoods in Villa Altagracia were isolated due to damage caused by the passage of Tropical
ence on 'Nov.l4 at the James R. Thompson Storm Noel through the Dominican Republic.
Center, !.OJ> w. Randolph St. He said the
Courtesy WORLD VISION
donations will continue to provide resources fpr the j,eople in these countries and help Vision will deliver the help it's promising
"I think it's appropriate that all of us in
preVent the spread of disease.
and said he knows Illinois residents will Illinois lend a helping hand if we can, particularly at this time of year when we are all
said he is confident that World
thankful and grateful for the blessings that
God has given us," Quinn said.
For the past three weeks, World Vision has
been leading the effort to get supplies for
people affected by the flooding in Mexico,
and for people affected by Hurricane Noel in
the IJominican Republic and Haiti.
Amber Johnson, senior director of Marketing and Communications at World
Vision, said the recent flooding is the worst
they have seen in decades.
"It looks like a war zone with floating
debris, rotting garbage, pieces of furniture,
parts of houses, machines and cars along
the roadway," Johnson said.
she said as the floodwaters recede in
Mexico, one million people are still in
need of emergency assistan ce and soo,ooo
people are h omeless. World Vision is concerned about the potential outbreak of
disease, such as cholera, dengue and mosquito-borne diseases affecting children and
families, Johnson said.

Courtesy WORLOVISION

-----------------------------------------------

»SEE FLOOD, PG. 28

Climbers conquer Sears Tower
o.(;

Calendar
All writers are welcome to attend
a free workshop at the Bucktown/Wicker Park Branch Library,
1701 N. Milwaukee Ave., at 7
p.m. Bring your writing to have it
critiqued by the local Bucktown
Writers' Group.
For more information, call (312)
744-6022.

Thursday, Nov. 22
Watch the marching bands
perform and the giant helium
balloons fil l the air in the McDonald 's Than ksgiving Parade
along State Street from Congress
Parkway to Randolph Street from
'
8:4 5 a.m . to 11 a.m.
For more information, call (312)
235-2217 or visit ChicagoFestivals.
org.

Friday, Nov. 23
Kick off the holiday season at
the 94th Annual Christmas Tree
Lighting Ceremony at Daley Plaza,
50 W. Washington St. , at 5 p.m.
Performances by the Chicago
Children's Choir and cast members from the Goodman Theatre's
"A Christmas Carol " wil l begin at
4:30 p.m. This year the 90-foottall holiday tree will feature a dif-'
ferent look with new decorations
and colors.
For more information, visit CityOfChicago.org.

. Saturday, Nov. 24
Begin your holiday shopping by
visiting the National Museum of
Mexican Art, 1852 W. 19th St. ,
between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m. for
t he Mercado Navideno. The museum will hold a holiday market
featuring books , plates, masks,
ornaments and toys from Mexico.
For more information, call (312)
73s-1503 or visit NationaiMuseumOfMexi canArt.org.

Annual stair climb helps different states to participate in the race

~ fund cancer researchers
~in search for cure

by Shay Bapple
Staff Writer
BYPASSING THE elevators, 2,000 racers
climbed up the stairwell to the Sears
Tower's 103rd flo or observation deck,
competing for p ersonal t riumph and a
cure for cancer.
The sixth annual "Go Vertical Chicago"
stair climb, which took place on Nov. 11,
is a 'race where competitors climb to the
top floor of the Sears Tower, 233 s. wacker
Drive. Climbers, ranging from six years
old all the way up to 79, traveled from 38

and h elp cancer researchers, according to
race coordinator Mark Spencer.
The winner of this year's race was
24-year-old Eric Leninger of Geneva, Ill.,
wh o completed the climb in 13 minutes
and 42 seconds; jus t 16 seconds shy of the
event's record. This was the fourth year in
a row Leninger competed in the race.
Money made from the registration fee,
which was $75, was donated to the Damon
~unyan Cancer Research Foundation. The
Foundation, which h as been providing
grants since 1946 for young scientists, has
donated more than $200 million to 3,0DO of
i
i
the country's best researchers.
fighting gear. He finished the race in 40 minutes.

»SEE RACE, PG . 30
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Sunday, Nov. 25
If you want to experience a traditional German Christmas, attend
the 12th annual Christkindlmarket from 1 1 a.m . to 8 p.m. at
Daley Plaza, 50 W. Wash ington
St. The outdoor market will offer
European fabri cs and textiles, ornaments and German food s such
as goulash, potato pancakes and
cookies through Christmas Eve.
Admission is free.
For more Information, visit Chrlstkindlmarket.com.
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»FLOOD:
Continued from PG. 27
Contributions provide temporary
shelter for more than 60,000
displaced people
Johnson said World Vision's goal is to raise
about $900,000 for Mexico.
With the amount of donations received,
World Vision can continue to distribute
safe water and hygiene supplies in Mexi co's states ofTabasco and Chiapas to help
prevent the spread of disease. They have
set up s paces for children to play, learn
and meet with professionals who are concerned about their emotional and physical
well-being.
Meanwhile, more than 60,000 people are
homeless in the Dominican Republic and
Haiti from tropical storms.
In the Dominican Republic, World Vision is
providing mosquito nets, bedding, food kits
and personal hygiene sets, Johnson said.
"These people are left without [anything]
because of the rapid way they had to leave
t heir homes to escape the flooding or storm
damage," Johnson said.
Johnson said contributions will continue
to provide these resources in addition totemporary shelter materials, cooking sets, water
purification tablets and school supplies for
children when they return to sch ool.
Greg Johnson, a junior photography
major at Columbia, said he would not

With the school supplies that World Vision has given away to children affected
learn during the four or five weeks that they will be living in shelters.

donate to the cause.
"I think (World Vision] needs to direct
their attention to the needs of this country,
like poverty," he said.
But others like Sabrina ~lair-Haugabook,

a freshman business administration major
For more information on World Vision and
at Robert Morris College, disagreed.
to learn how to make A donation, call (888)
"I would donate because I believe ifthe U.S. 562-4453 or visit WorldVision.org.
was in the same situation, we would want the
same support," Clair-Haugabook said.
stabares@chroniclemail.com
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Alcohol tax increase to hit in 2008
~ Revised city budget costs

,---:, consumers and business
~owners
·
by Becky Schllkerman
Assistant City Beat Editor
BEER, WINE and liquor, whether purchased at
a bar or at a store, will be more expensive in
2008 for businesses and consumers.
Higher taxes for alcohol were approved
by the Chicago City Council on Nov. 13.
The budget goes into effect Jan.1. The tax
in!=reases will add 7 cents on a six-pack of
beer,3 cents on a bottle of wine and 24 cents
on a liter of spirits, according to office of
Budget and Management documents.
The tax varies depending on the alcoh ol-by-volume content of the drink. For
instance, the current tax is 16 cents per
gallon of beer and it will be raised to 29
cents.
A b<,>ttle of wine with 14 percent or less
alcohol content will increase the tax from
24 cents to 36 cents, according to wendy
Abrams, the public information officer for
the Department of Budget aqd Management, in an e-mail.
The increased prices will affect those
going out to restaurants and bars.
George Mannos,owner of Exchequer Restaurant and Pub, 226 S. wabash Ave., said
a lot of his customers are upset about the
tax increase because it will affect the price
of beverages.
Mannos expects the price of alcohol to
increase anywhere from 25 cents to so cents
a drink. .
Recreation taxes, which includes liquor,
cigarettes, non-alcoholic beverages, boat

docking and off-track betting among others,
are expected to generate $164.9 million in
2008, accounting for 7.5 percent of total local
tax revenue, according to office of Budget and
Management documents. Individually, the
liquor tax is projected to collect $12 million in
revenue with the increase, Abrams said.
The increase, which is the first for beer
since 1994 and the first for liquor since 2005,
is meant to help reduce the budget gap,
balance the 2008 budget and share the tax
burden among individuals and businesses
alike, she said.
The tax increases will start with the distributor. Distributors will increase prices for
businesses,whiCh means prices for consumers will go up.
The prices for consumers are raised
because the tax increases affect the businesses' profit margin, said Anthony Bommarito, manager of South Loop Club, 701
s. State St.
"You're going to have to raise the price of the
outgoing liquor so you can make the margin
you used to be making," Bommarito said.
But business owners are concerned
because bar patrons may not frequent bars
and restaurants as often.
"If they're on a tight budget, like a lot of
students, or watching their money ... it will
have an impact," Man nos said. They may go
to a liquor store instead of a bar, he added.
Some said they may do just that.
Rocio Aldana,a junior marketing major said
she may "pre-game," or drink at home first,
before heading out to a bar more often now.
"It's already expensive to drink," Aldana
said.
Natalie Schab, a Columbia alumna, agrees.
She said the new tax probably won't affe~t

Bars such as Exchequer Restaurant and Pub, 226 S. Wabash Ave .. will raise prices of alcohol as a result
of the increased liquor. beer and wine tax that goes into effect on Jan. 1.

Chuck Wu THE CHRONICLE

how-much alcohol she purchases, but she
may buy more alcohol at a liquor store
before going to the bar.
"I'm still going to go out," she said.
But Bommarito said consumers generally don't notice small increases in food
and beverage taXes.
"Whether we raise the prices or not, one
thing is for sure, people need to eat a;..d
they need to drink," Bommarito said.
Nevertheless,a main concern for Mannos
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young people a re going to have a breakt hrough," Egan said.
Race coordinator Mark Spencer said comContinued from PG. 27 petitors choose to take part in the climb
for several different reasons. Som e climb
Climbers f i nd inspiration to race to overcome personal issues, purely for the
f rom past f a ilures and desire to competition or to help fin d the search for a
he lp find cure for cancer
cu re for cancer.
"Some of the runners are doing th is
"One hun dred percen t of t he m oney because friends and fa mily are victims of
raised fo r this race is donated t o you ng cancer and they were inspired by the cause,"
researchers at universities so that one day Ega n said.
Leninger said he was inspired to compete
we can put an end to this disease," Spencer
in this race by a debacle that occurred at a
sa id. "This is our biggest race so far."
Spencer said he hopes the foundation can race back in March at the Hancock Center's
"Hustle up the Hancock," which promotes
help crack the code for a cure.
The race started in 2002 a fter Colt Lan- lung healt h awareness. Leninger left his
electronic time
dreth, a real estate
trac king chip
broker w ho a lso
with his friend,
dona~ed money to
w ho was in
the Damon Runyan
the Hancock's
Cancer Research
o b se rvatory
Foundatio n, sugdeck on the 94th
gested th e stair
floor, before the
climb's creation to
start of the race.
help fund ca ncer
research, said LorTo CO.:ffiply with
the.'JUles of the
raine Egan, execu- Mark Spencer, race coordinator
ra~,.he needed
tive di rector of the
to g-;;·back up "to Foun dation. After
CB Richard Ellis Group, form er property the top to get the chip. In th~;meantime, he
managers of the Sears Tower, agreed to host lost his fourth place starti.n"&_$.iSition and <
the clim b, race coordinators team ed up with when he.was allowed to start,he·Was already
Da mon Runyan, signed up 350 runners the in the middle of the pack. Utuh,ie~ $aid he: After receiving medals for finishing the "Go Vertical"
first year and raised more t11an $50,000.
no longer felt motivated to rad(asfia'iit.~f!.~:~·~wn to meet with family and friends.
'- '
· '
·
This year, Ega n expects t he race to raise could have.
"I have been training every day since that
$350,000 from t he lis t of 2,000 climbers.
The Foundation g ives several grants to stu- incident," Leninger said. "It left a bad taste Chicago and trains one hour each day by rundent researchers each year ranging from in my mo uth.! w as working hard to not ning upanddown stairs atthe SwallowCliff
$100,000 to $450,000.Several days after the s uck this time."
toboggan run in Palos Heights.
while waiting in the lobby for the race to
Duckman said he is uncertain about how
race, Egan s aid that preliminary counts
of donations led her to believe that they start,34-year-old Andrew Duckman ofTinley · he would compete this year after finishing
reached and possibly exceeded their goal, Park said this is the second year that he is in 25th place last year.
"I h ad an accident over th is last year and
competing in the stair climb race at the Sears
but as of press time, she did not know.
"Damon Runyan believes in funding top Tower. Duckman said he regularly competes it did some damage to my left leg," Duckgun cancer researchers with the idea that in triathlons and other stair climb races in man said. "I also have plantar warts on my

»RACE:

"One hundred percent of the
money raised for this race is
donated to young researchers at
universities so that one day we
can put an end to this disease."

race at the Sears Tower. runners took elevators back
Chuck Wu THE CHRONICLE
feet, so it's pretty painful to run now."
After the race, Duckman was satisfied with
his performance and a 42nd place finish.
"Everything was fine for me despite the
inj_ury," Duckman said. "My time was 18
minutes and 28 seconds,one minute slower
than last year. It was a good year after all."
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Scoop in the Loop: Hardworking students deserve achance

by Silvana Tabares
Assistant City Beat Editor

I would like people to realize how fortunate we are to be able to apply for educational resources like the Free Application for Federal Student Aid (commonly
kn~ as the FAFSA), because thousands
ofundocumented immigrant students who
graduat~ from high school every year in
the U.S. would like that opportunity.
Right now, undocumented students
~ot apply for financial aid, scholarships
or legally work in the U.S. But the Developinent,Relief and Education for Alien Minors
Act, commonly referred to as the DREAM
Act, would give undocumented students
temporary residency status, which would
allow them to apply for federal student
loans for college.

After receiving a college degree or serving two years in the military, they would
become permanent residents and be eligible to apply for citizenship.
For undocumented students to· qualify
for the DREAM Act, they must have arrived
i;,_ the U.S. before age 16, have a high school
degree, have no criminal record and have
lived in the u.s. for five years.
The DREAM Act needs to pass to help
undocumented students receive financial
assistance, as long as the students excel in
their studies and are in good standing.
However, as it stands, undocumented
students need to place their college plans
on hold, because the DREAM Act was not
passed by the Senate on Oct. 24. Sen. Dick
Durbin (D-Ill.), who has proposed andreintroduced the DREAM Act, said various·
times, "I'm not going to quit on this." He
will most likely push for the bill in the
future.
Many undocumented students have
proven themselves academically, like Jose
from Joliet, Ill., who I interviewed for an
article for The Chronicle earlier this year.
He earned a 4.0 GPA from Joliet Junior
College and cannot legally work because he
is undocumented. It was not Jose's choice
to come to the U.S. at age 3, but that of his
parents. He wasn't given any options and
s hould not be held responsible for a decision he wasn't allowed to make.

Some have said undocumented students They have learned the English language
should go back to their country of origin and have made the U.S. their homeland.
to study at college, but some of these stuSenate leader Mitch McConnell, who
dents know the customs of this country opposes the DREAM Act, said, "We should
better than those of their birth country. not reward illegal behavior."
I don't consider the bill as an incentive
for undocumented students, but an opportunity for them to prove they can become
an essential asset to this country.
People who are against the DREAM
Act-consider it an amnesty bill because it
would give legalization to all undocumented students. But not everyone can qualify
for the bill. There are certain requirements
they need to meet. The people not in favor
fear that after these students receive U.S.
citizenship, they will legalize their family
members. But the DREAM Act does not
automatically legalize undocumented students. Not everyone can apply and have
their immigration status adjusted. These
students need to earn their way toward
legalization, just like other immigrants.
Undocumented students deserve the
same privilege of a legal U.S. resident; to
apply for financial aid imd have a career
' to look forward to after graduating from
college. They are willing to earn their
way toward legal status and wait in line
Sen. Dick Durbin ([).I ll. ) answers questions and
shakes hands following his speech on immigration for so01ething that we can get with little
effort.
at Northeastern Illinois University on Oct. 9.

Citizen airport

Angry letter

Unproductive round table

U.S. Rep. Mark Kirk (R-Ill.) introduced
a bill to the House of Representatives on
Nov. 14 that would forbid non-citizens who
work at an airport from accessing planes,
tarmacs and baggage areas, the Chicago Tribune reported. The bill comes at the heels
of the arrest of illegal immigrants who were
allegedly using fake identification to work
at O'Hare International Airport. The bill
would also make the federal government
in charge of the security badge authority,
instead of local agencies. .

A United States Postal Service mail carrier was shot on Nov.l3 for "delivering the
mail too late," the Chicago Tribune reported.
Denny Robinson was delivering mail at 6:30
p.m. in West Pullman on the South Side
when he was shot in the thigh. According to
the article, a witness heard someone yelling at Robinson for delivering the mail too
late and then heard a srwt. Wanda Shipp,
an inspector for the U.S. Postal Inspection
Service, said postal carriers try to deliver
the mail before 5 p.m., but because of the
holiday on Nov. u, there was more mail to
deliver. Robinson was tteated for non-lifethreatening injuries. No one was caught as
of press time.

Illinois politicians ended a discussion of
public transit funding by walking out of
the meeting on Nov. 14, according to The
Associated Press. The meeting evolved
into "nonproductive shouting," said House
Speaker Michael Madigan. Mayor Richard
M. Daley was the first to leave the meeting:
and although he said he was optimistic, a
spokeswoman later said he was frustrated
because the CTA's needs weren't adequately
discussed. Blagojevich said the only "spirited disagreement" came when Sen. Rickey
Hendon (D-Ill.) argued with Madigan, but
Hendon said he didn't raise his voice. "You
know I come from the West Side, you got to
talk loud to be heard," Hendon said.

Bomb threat

CTA theft

The Sears Tower, 233 S. Wacker Drive,
received a bomb threat on Oct.31, according
to police reports. An unknown male called
the police department and said, "I have a
bag full of bombs and I'm going to blow
up the Sears Tower." The call was traced to
a payphone at a CTA platform, but when
police officers went to the location, they
did not find the suspect. The police department's bomb and arson squad and the Sears
Tower were notified of the threat.

A 20-year-old male was robbed on the CTA
train near the Jackson Red Line stop, 230 s.
State St.,on Oct. 29,he reported to police. The
victim said he was robbed by two offenders,
a 25-year-old male wearing a yellow jacket
and blue pants, and a 25-year-old female
wearing a black sweater and black pants.
The pair stole the victim's Nokia cell phone,
which was valued at $307.

Public indecency

A 20-year-old female reported to police
on Nov.10 that she was threatened on the
sidewalk at 888 S. Michigan Ave. A 30- to
35-year-old man wearing a black hat and
black jacket exited a white jeep and pointed
a gun at her. He said, "B----, get back here."
The woman then called the police, who had
not found the offender at press time. The
report did not say how the victim got away
from the gunman.
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In Other News
Powerful liar
John Resa, an organizer for the Hispanic
Democratic Organization, was sentenced to
15 months in prison for perjury on Nov.14,
· according to the Chicago Tribune.Resa lied
to a grand jury in 2006 when he told them he
didn't try to get political workers city jobs.
His current trial resulted from lying t : a
grand jury. Assistant U.S. Attorney Manish
shah said his lie was appalling because he
had been gran.t ed immunity from prosecution in the first trial. Resa apologized for his
crime before his sentencing.
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Public Indecency
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An undercover police officer was patrollingthe Roosevelt and State CTA platform on
Oct. 23 at 1167 S. State St. when he observed
a 44-year-old male urinating on the platform. Several witnesses and CTA officials
also noticed the offender. The officer then
arrested the man and took him into custody
for processing.

Gun threat
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